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FINAL REGULATORY EVALUATION

WASHINGTON NATIONAL AIRPORT POLICY

SUMMARY

This final regulatory evaluation examines the potential impacts of

proposed rules to be applied to aircraft operations at Washington

National Airport (DCA) that are considered necessary to implement the

DOT/FAA policy regarding the future operation and development of

Washington National and Dulles International Airports and that

incorporate measures to improve the quality of the environment in the

Washington Metropolitan area. The proposed new rules specify the hours

of operation and scheduling, the perimeter for nonstop service, aircraft

equipment restrictions, the hourly limits on operations by different

classes of users at Washington National Airport, limits on the noise that

aircraft can produce at DCA, and the annual limit on the number of

passengers using National Airport. The proposed rules would amend

several of the rules issued on September 15, 1980, but which have not yet

become effective. Nonetheless, this evaluation addresses all measures

that must be incorporated in the I Aviation Regulations in order to

implement the proposed policy. Accord-,ly, the assessment of impacts

examines the effects of expected change from conditions under the

currently effective rules and operating procedures.
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This evaluation examines the potental impacts of:

1. alternative levels of air carrier activity, using alternative

measures (quotas and landing fees), to achieve specified limits;

2. no limits on operations at National Airport;

3. an annual ceiling on the number of passengers using National;

4. alternative means of achieving noise reductions (curfew vs.

single event limits);

5. alternative flight perimeter distances;

6. constrained vs. unlimited commuter service; and

7. the composite of selected policy measures that constitutes the

proposed rules.

In each area the analysis includes a discussion, as appropriate and to

the extent possible, of the expected impacts on air carriers, commuter

carriers, airport neighbors, passengers, other communities and the FAA.
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I
As explained in Chapter VIII of the following evaluation and summarized in

the table below, the proposed rules would result in quantifiable costs and

benefits during the period 1981 through 1990 that, discounted to 1981

present value, yield a net cost to society of $27.0 million. As can be

seen from the annual data in the Summary Table below, the expected

economic impacts of the proposed rules do not approach the standards

established by Executive Order 12291 to identify "major" regulatory

actions. Given the estimating techniques used and the costs and benefits

which cannot be quantified, the net cost is essentially negligible.

SUMMARY TABLE

Impact of Proposed DCA Policy
($1980 millions)

Net
Impacted Present Annual Net Impacts
Parties Value 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986

Air Carriers +154.0 +14.0

Commuters + 7.7 + 0.7 !/

Passengers -218.4 2/ - 0.6 increasing linearly to - 30.8 I/ by 1990

Local
Community + 29.7 3/

- 27.0

S/ In perpetuity.
2/ Does not include benefits of significantly higher quality of service

offered at IAD/BWI relative to DCA.
3/ Discounted present value of gradually increasing noise benefits due to

reductions in air carrier slots.
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I INTRODUCTION

The proposed policy for Washington National and Dulles International

Airports (October 1981), contains 6 elements:

o Operating perimeter

o Number of operations (takeoffs or landings)

o Hours of airport operation - curfew

o Limits on noise levels of individual aircraft

o Types of aircraft allowed to use each airport

o Annual limit on number of passengers

Each of these elements has undergone extensive consideration over the

past ten years. On January 21, 1980, a proposed policy was announced by

the Department of Transportation (Notice No. 80-2). Subsequently, a

series of rulemaking actions were promulgated (September 18, 1980) to

implement those policy proposals effective January 5, 1981.

Congressional action deferred the effective date of the regulations until

April 26, 1981. A new Secretary of Transportation was appointed on

January 20, 1981, and pursuant to Executive Order 12291 (February 19,

1981) a review of all regulations not yet in effect was undertaken. As a

result of this review the Secretary and the Administrator of the Federal

Aviation Administration (FAA) developed a revised policy for National and

Dulles Airports. This proposed policy was announced in July 1981 (Notice

No. 81-8). After consideration of the comments received on that

proposal, this final policy proposal has been developed. Elements of the

proposed policy and a comparison with existing practices and the changes

scheduled to go into effect if not changed are set forth in Table 1-1.
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* II. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

The Metropolitan Washington Airport policy initiatives outlined above

focus on several divergent goals--protecting (improving) the environment,

minimizing congestion, promoting the efficient use of resources, and

fostering air transportation between Washington and a wide range of

communities. These objectives are not always compatible. Also, there

are several options which may be employed to achieve individual goals.

Alternatives which promote one objective may be detrimental to others.

The problem is to institute or revise existing Federal regulations

governing the operation of Metropolitan Washington Airports to provide

the best balance of actions to meet environmental, efficiency, and

adequacy of service objectives.

4



III. ALTERNATIVES

There are at least six types of regulatory actions which can be used

singly or in combination to achieve Metropolitan Washington Airports

policy goals-quotas, landing fees, aircraft restrictions, noise limits,

curfews, and market restrictions.

Table I1 -1 lists policy areas of concern and the current and potential

regulatory actions at DCA. In addition, the table indicates the probable

nature of the impact--favorable or detrimental-with respect to any

policy objective.

DCA operation quotas (on either operations or passengers, or on both) and

airport landing fees (based on pollution, congestion, or weighted to

increase the relative cost of using DCA) have similar effects on all

policy objective areas. Lower quotas and higher fees tend to improv.a DCA

environmental and congestion/delay attributes, reduce competition among

carriers, improve the traffic split among metropolitan airports and

reduce service to small communities (low density routes) from DCA.

Aircraft restrictions, noise limits, and curfews at DCA improve

environmental attributes, may be neutral with respect to congestion and

delay, reduce competition among carriers, and improve the traffic split

among metropolitan area airports. The impact of market restrictions in

the form of perimeter rules appears limited to the division of traffic

among metropolitan airports and the quality of service provided to other

comunities classified by hub size.
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Policy objectives and options listed in Table III-1 contain the

components of all recent policy proposals and in several cases provide

additional options relevant to specific objectives.

7



IV. APPROACH

The approach taken in this regulatory analysis is estimation of multiyear

benefits and costs of reducing airport noise and congestion at DCA by

means of quotas, landing fees, single event noise restrictions, and/or

curfews either singly or in combination. In addition, the effect of

perimeter rules and commuter airline quotas on community service

alternatives is also assessed. The efficiency effects of each option are

discussed within the context of the other policy goals. The net change

in social well being associated with the current policy proposal is then

evaluated by comparing potential benefits and costs of component

actions.

Benefits and costs of each option are defined as the change in values

from those that exist under the baseline scenario. Reduced operations

achieved by means of either quotas or user fees may have two quantifiable

benefits. Fewer operations may lower the noise exposure of area

residents. It has been demonstrated that noise reductions increase the

sales value of residential properties, all other things being equal.!
/

Thus, one potential benefit of reduced operations

I/ Froe, William R., Conceptual Framework for Trade-Off Analysis of
Multiple Airport Operation: Case Study of the Metropolitan
Washington Airports, University of Maryland, PH.D., 1978.
While this analysis provides an efficient method of estimating the
general impacts of noise exposure on areawide property and rental
values, it cannot be used to establish changes in values for specific
properties due to the other unique features that also influence
property values.

8
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is increased property values. A second potential benefit of reduced

operations is lower levels of aircraft and passenger delay. Less delay

can be translated into value to airline passengers and reduced aircraft

operating costs.

Both quotas and landing fees impose costs upon airlines using DCA, their

passengers, and communities served from DCA. Airline profits may be

reduced (or increased) due to the net impact of fewer revenue flights or

higher landing fees, or may be increased due to higher load factors on

remaining flights and reduced aircraft delay costs. Passengers may

experience higher costs. Those utilizing the remaining flights at DCA

may pay higher fares due to higher landing fees and reduced competition.

Those former DCA passengers displaced to other metropolitan airports may

experience additional ground access costs, which could be offset by lower

fares resulting from lower landing fees and increased competition.

The benefits associated with noise restrictions due to single event

limits or a curfew are confined to increased residential property values

caused by reduced noise exposure. Noise restrictions may impose costs on

airlines in the form of lower net profits and increased capital costs due

to the lower utility of airline fleets. If airline profits fall or costs

go up, airline fares may rise causing increased passenger costs.

Finally, if airline operations are reduced, some communities that are

served by flights to and from DCA may experience adverse economic

effects.

M 7
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Changes in levels of DCA service to other communities may impose costs or

convey benefits to air travellers and/or the community experiencing

changes in service. These impacts may be relatively more important with

respect to small communities with low levels of DCA service. To the

extent that service changes are the result of increases in DCA quotas for

commuter carriers, individual airlines may realize increased profits.

A profile of DCA is presented in Chapter V. Economic analyses of

regulatory alternatives impacting airport congestion and the environment

are discussed in Chapter VI. Regulatory alternatives affecting community

service are evaluated in Chapter VII. The report is concluded by an

assessment of the economic effect of the present policy proposal.

Several appendices present data and describe estimating methods.

*10



V. PROFILE OF WASHINGTON NATIONAL AIRPORT

This chapter presents a profile of Washington National Airport (DCA)

operations, operating conditions and associated aviation activity.

A. Total Enplanements and Operations

In Fiscal Year 1979, DCA was ranked the llth busiest airport in the

country on the basis of passenger enplanements and 26th on the basis of

cotal aircraft operations. Table V-i lists aircraft operations at DCA

during FY1980 by major classes of users. Total aircraft operations

increased by 12 percent from FY1976 through FY1979, with most of the

growth in FY1976 and FY1977, then declined almost 2 percent to 345,717 in

FY1980. Over that same period, general aviation activity grew by 34

percent while commuter activity increased 28 percent. Air carrier

operations increased only 5 percent, from FY1976 through FY1978, had

essentially no growth between FY1978 and FY1979, then declined about 1.5

percent in FY1980.
* I

Passenger enplanements grew more steadily and faster than operations,

increasing by 25 percent between FY1976 and FY1979, but then dropped by 2

percent in FY1980. Commuter carriers paced the growth in passengers with

an 84 percent increase over the period, but by the end of the period,

commuter passengers still amounted to only 5 percent of passengers using

DCA. Air carrier passengers, despite the low growth in operations, .

112.
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TABLE V-1

OVERALL ACTIVITY

WASHINGTON NATIONAL AIRPORT

FISCAL YEAR 1980

Carrier Type : Itinerant Operations
: Air : Air : General :
:Airport Statistic: Carriers : Taxi : Aviation : Military Total
:Daily Average 560 : 139 : 271 1 972

: Weekly Average : 3,934 : 979 : 1,900 8 : 6,821

* Monthly Average : 17,047 : 4,242 8,235 : 36 29,560
Anua otl : : : .

Annual Totals 204,560 : 50,909 : 98,821 : 427 345,717

* uln: ~ t 6,58 : :
: Annual :::: :

:Eplanement$ 6,758 358 : 281 : N/A : 7,397
* (Estimated) : : :
: (000) : : : :

Source: FAA Air Traffic Activity, Fiscal Year 1980.

12



increased by 24 percent between FY1976 and FY1979, with 7 percent growth

in FY1979 when air carrier operations were essentially unchanged, but

declined by 3 percent in FY1980. Table V-2 lists passenger forecasts for

the metropolitan area airports through 1990.

The analyses of policy alternatives discussed in Chapters VI, VII and

VIII are based on tailored forecasts of air carrier operations. These

forecasts embody consideration of economically derived potential growth

in demand for air transportation in the metropolitan area, demonstrated

airport preferences and trade offs and the increasing availability of

advanced technology aircraft, as well as the particular policy option

being examined. These forecasts are described in the context of each

analysis.

TABLE V-2

Forecast of Annual Passengers
* !(Millions)

Percent Percent Percent

Year National Market Dulles Market Baltimore Market

1980 14.8 69 2.7 13 3.9 18

W 1985 19.1 60 6.3 20 6.2 20

1990 19.6 53 8.3 24 8.3 23

13



B. Airport finance

Tables V-3 and V-4 present partial operating statements for DCA for

fiscal years 1979 and 1980. In both years DCA received over 50 percent

of its revenue from concession income. The second largest source of

revenue at DCA has been landing fees, averaging about 19 percent over the

two years. Landing fees are calculated annually to recover prior year

costs allocable to the landing area plus or minus any shortfall or

overrecovery in the prior year. -/ For this reason, landing fees are

characteristically low at DCA and do not serve an allocation function as

is traditionally expected of prices. The landing fee for a typical

aircraft, Boeing 727-200, is 45 in 1981.

l/ Landing fees are set so as to recover combined direct and allocated
maintenance and operation, depreciation and interest charges on the
landing field areas of Washington National and Dulles International
Airports. To derive the landing fees, these costs for the preceding
year are totaled. Then other revenues, such as general aviation
landing fees and fixed base operator commissions, and excesses of
revenues over cost in preceding years are deducted from the costs.
The result is than divided by forecasted landing weight at the two
airports to arrive at the common landing fee. Then for each one
percent increase in landed weight at Dulles in the previous fiscal
year, compared to 1975, the landing fee for DCA is reduced 0.1i and,
finally, to offset the revenue loss, the Dulles landing fee is raised
a corresponding amount. The waiver of landing fees and mobile lounge
fees at Dulles, announced in January 1981, has not changed the
calculation or the continued application of the common landing fee at
DCA.

14



TABLE V-3

WASHINGTON NATIONAL AIRPORT

SOURCES OF REVENUE

YEAR ENDING SEPTEMBER 30, 1979

Revenue T-idnal Landing Aviation Other Total Revenue Per
Sources '. ea Area Leased Leases Revenue Passenger

Rent:
Concessionairev .3,911 $94,795 t 101,685 t114,783 t 355,174 *0.024
Carriers 6j35 59,251 1,168,842 838 2,335,466 0.156
Tenants 09 076 8,400 246,577 57 634 511,687 0.034

Total Rc.nrC . 52 162,446 1,517,104 173,255 3,202,327 0.214

Landing Fees:
Air Carriev &
Commuters - 3,954,340 - - 3,954,340 0.263
General Aviation - 246,857 - - 246,857 0.016

Total-Landing Fees - 7,201,197 - - 4,201,197 0

Concessions 5,524,139 627,501 1,021,569 5,894,172 13,067,381 0.871
Utilities 528,898 37,280 1,297,910 54,166 1,918,254 0.128
Miscellaneous 1,291,789 - - 125,978 1,418,161 0.094

Total Revenue 8,694,348 5,028,424 3,836,583 6,247,571 23,807,320 1.586

Total Expenses t5,309,256 t2,751,516 t2,799,159 $773,256 *11,613,187 $0.774

I
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TABLE V-4

WASHINGTON NATIONAL AIRPORT

SOURCES OF REVENUE

YEAR ENDING SEPTEMBER 30, 1980

Revenue Terminal Landing Aviation Other Total Revenue Per
Sources Area Area Leased Leases Revenue Passenger

Rent:

Concessionaires $ 56,080 $77,192 $ 154,093 $106,451 393,816 $0.027
Carriers 1,192,799 792 1,211,090 801 2,405,482 0.164
Tenants 223,956 8,400 290,353 63,956 586,665 0.040
Triturator - 82,144_ - - 82,144 0.006

Total Rent 1,7,83 168,578 1,767 36 171,208 3,468,107 .236

Landing Fees:
Air Carrier &
Commuters - 4,668,047 - - 4,668,047 0.318

General Aviation - 257,143 - - 257,143 0.018
Total-Landing Fees - 4,925,190 - - 4,95,190

Concessions 5,301,919 664,128 1,285,306 5,805,017 13,056,370 0.890
Utilities 684,241 40,577 1,387,599 72,527 2,184,944 0.149

Miscellaneous 1,366,022 - - 347,898 1,713,920 0.117

Operating Revenue 8,825,017 5,798,423 4,328,441 6,396,650 25,348,531 1.73

Operating Expenses $5,968,570 t3,132,778 $3,429,458 $931,197 t13,462,003 10.92

16



Revenues increased 6.5 percent in 1980 totaling $25.3 million, which

equates to $1.73 per passenger handled. At the same time, cost increased

16 percent over the year. In each year, the annual operating profit was

about $12 million. -/

C. Runway Capacity/Delay and Frequency of Weather Conditions

The operating capacity at DCA varies widely accordingly to, especially,

the weather and the mix of arriving and departing aircraft. Estimates of

the range of capacity under various conditions prior to the August 3, 1981

controller strike at DCA are contained in Table V-5. IFR conditions

prevail about 10.8 percent of the time.

TABLE V-5

CAPACITY OF DCA USING INTERSECTING RUNWAYS

Percent Arrivals VFR Capacity IFR Capacity

40 90 to 102 83 to 90
50 84 to 90 74 to 78
60 70 to 75 62 to 65

The controller strike has reduced current DCA capacity to approximately

80 percent of the normal capacities indicated in Table V-5. Deiay data

reported by three major airlines to the FAA indicate that in 1980 the

average air carrier delay at DCA was 6.4 minutes per operation. Since

the average for all reported airports was 6.1 minutes per operstion and

the range among the busiest 23 reported airports was 3.3 to 9.5 minutes

per operation, DCA air carrier delay may be described as average among

major U.S. airports.

l/ By contract, part of this profit offsets the cost of operating Dulles
International Airport and contributes to accelerated recovery of
prior year losses at Dulles.

17
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D. Allocation of Operating Slot Reservations

Since 1969, when Subpart K of FAR Part 93 was adopted (High Density

Rule), Operations under Instrument Flight Rule (IFR) conditions at DCA

have been limited by hourly quotas for each category of user. Air

carriers, except air taxis, are limited to 40 operations per hour, air

taxis have 8 operating slots and general aviation can use up to 12 sloes

per hour under IFR conditions. To use DCA during IFR conditions (either

arrival or departure) an operator must obtain a reservation in advance

and schedule the flight for the hour in which the reservation is held.

During Visual Flight Rule (VFR) conditions, additional

reservations/operations may be authorized in excess of user category

quotas. However, this flexibility under VFR conditions is of little

value to scheduled carriers who must have assurance that they can perform

according to published schedules. Accordingly, scheduling committees

have been established by the certificated carriers and the commuter

carriers to award by unanimous agreement the full hourly quota of IFR

reservations at DCA.

The air carrier scheduling committee, operating under a grant ofI antitrust immunity from the Civil Aeronautics Board, meets several times

each year to review and, as appropriate, to reallocate the reservations

awarded to individual air carriers. The commuter scheduling committee

follows a seniority rule for admitting airlines which do not now serve

National Airport; there are now 18 airlines on the commuter committee's

waiting list. The DCA air carrier scheduling committee has accommodated

the growth of carriers from 10 in June, 1978 (see Table V-6), to 24 in

18



Table V-6

AIRLINES WITH AIR CARRIER SLOT ALLOCATION

AT WASHINGTON4 NATIONAL AIRPORT

June 1978 April 1979 July 1980 June 1981

American American American American

Allegheny Allegheny U.S. Air U.S. Air

Braniff Braniff Braniff Braniff

Delta Delta Delta Delta

Eastern Eastern Eastern Eastern

National National National Pan American

Northwest Northwest Northwest Northwest

Piedmont Piedmont Piedmont Piedmont

Trans World Trans World Trans World Trans World

United United United United

Texas Int'l Texas Int'l Air North

Air Florida Air Florida Air Florida

Altair Altair Altair

New Haven New Haven Newair

Empire Empire Empire

Ae romech Aeroec'h

Ozark Oza:..

Republic Republic

Western Western

Midway Midway

Midsouth Mid south

Colgan

New York Air

Pilgrim
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TABLE V-7

Air Carrier Scheduling Committee Slot Allocations for DCA,

Weekdays, June 1 through October 24, 198L and Large

Aircraft Operation, May 6, 1981

I .=u.. oDC A

PLANNED CM IRCRA FT

MOVEMENTS MONTH June I-Season '81 DAY Monav-ri av

06 107 108 09~r~ 10 1 T1 113 14 1;- 1511 7 18 -197 -. 2C1 1,

,A_1 jIi

-_._.,, I K . / ti , ! ,

.4JCRTH 1 .I

.:.,. :: ..,. _.: . .. . . __ ._ .. -. t ., I ...........

I ' I ,__ _ _ A

_L +J1 1

mP I A

I C
• I'D -19-1-

slot~-H aloainte ifrne -mior 9n th geerl elai -si

0 12

Large Aircraft 1 38 32 37 39 39 38 32 36 38 43 37 39 43 38 40 18 588

Oerstions,

MAY 6 1018 * Note: Although these operations correspond to a different set of'
slot allocations, the differences are minor, and the general relationship
between air carrier clots and large aircraft operations is accurately
reflected.
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June, 1981. The committee has experienced increasing difficulty in

reaLhing unanimous agreement on reservation allocations and in October,

1980, failed to reach accord on the winter, 1981, schedule of

reservations. To break the deadlock the Department of Transportation

issued a Special Federal Aviation Regulation (SFAR 43, November 3, 1980)

to assign reservations according to the most nearly agreed upon

allocation considered by the committee. Again in January through March,

1981, the committee had great difficulty reaching a consensus on the

summer, 1981, schedule, which was to take effect on April 25, 1981. The

committee was finally able to resolve its impasse and adopted the

schedule given in Table V-7.

On August 3, a strike by air traffic controllers reduced the capacity of

the airport and airway system. In order to maintain aviation safety, the

FAA limited air carrier operation at DCA and 21 other airports. The

current procedure, described in Special Federal Air Regulat.on 44-2,

requires airlines to submit proposed schedules for apprt-.. and p.'its

the FAA to require prorata reductions of flights proposed by airlines to

meet capacity limits. Airlines schedule proposals are subject to a limit

based on a specified prior period of operation.

E. Service Availability

Tables V-8 and V-9 present a detailed summary of certificated and

commuter carrier service available at DCA. In addition to showing what

cities are linked via direct air service with Washington, D.C., the

tables also indicate the specific carriers offering service, the type of

21
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TABLE V-8

Air Carrier Service Availability Originating at DCA

Weekday Activity

Number of Number of

City Types of Airlines Flights Air Miles Ticket
Equipment Serving from DCA from DCA Prices

Albany B11 DC9 1 3 314 37.00
Allentown ND2 72S 2 5 147 56.00
Asbury Park BE9 1 1 178 62.22
Atlanta DC9 72S 2 16 550 91.00
Atlantic City BE9 1 3 136 48.62
Baltimore BE9 SH3 DH6 DC9 73S 72S 3 14 26 37.00
Binghamton GRS PAN SWM ND2 3 8 235 88.00
Boston DC9 727 72S 5 24 396 79.00
Bridgeport BE9 1 2 310 69.00
Buffalo Bil DC9 1 4 293 87.00
Charleston 73S 1 3 251 85.00
Charlotte DC9 727 1 4 334 77.00
Charlottesville YS1 1 3 94 64.00
Chicago DC9 727 72S 4 24 597 132.00
Cincinnati DC9 B11 727 2 4 412 110.00
Cleveland 737 72S 2 8 310 89.00
Columbus B11 727 72S 2 5 323 94.00
Dayton BlI 72S 2 3 392 110.00
Detroit DC9 72S 2 8 405 110.00
Elkins EMB 1 1 153 31.00
Fayetteville YSI 1 2 288 85.00
Greensboro 73S DC9 727 2 4 252 80.00
Hangerstown BE9 1 2 67 55.00
Hartford B11 DC9 1 6 310 90.00
Harrisburg ND2 SH3 BE9 1 10 89 57.00
Hot Springs BE9 1 2 231 70.00
Huntsville 737 1 1 616 142.00
Indianapolis 727 72S 1 2 500 132.00
Islip DC9 1 2 246 78.00
Ithaca SWM 1 3 249 96.00
Jacksonville, Fla. DC9 727 2 3 641 138.00
Jacksonville, N.C. 73S 1 3 289 90.00
Kinston 73S 1 1 248 84.00
Knoxville 737 1 2 439 122.00

NOTE: See Appendix D for detailed information on frequency of city-pair
service by carrier by equipment type.
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TABLE V-8

Air Carrier Service Availability Originating at DCA

Weekday Activity

Number of Number of
City Types of Airlines Flights Air Miles Ticket

Equipment serving from DCA from DCA Prices
Lexington 73S 1 2 416 106.00
Louisville 73S DC9 2 3 475 115.00
Lynchburg 73S YSl 1 2 161 80.00
Memphis 727 72S 2 5 763 138.00
Miami 737 DC9 727 72S 3 11 922 143.00
Milwaukee 72S 1 1 634 145.00
Minneapolis DC9 72S 3 8 930 160.00
Morgantown EMB 1 1 164 53.00
Myrtle Beach 0 0 363 118.00
Nashville 727 72S 2 5 564 120.00
New Bern 0 0 264 83.00
New Haven EMB 1 3 273 79.00
New York DC9 727 72S 5 37 205 59.00
Newark EMB F28 727 72S 5 13 205 59.00
Newport News SH3 DH6 1 5 125 67.00
Norfolk BI DC9 73S 2 5 145 72.00
Orlando DC9 727 72S 3 5 762 144.00
Philadelphia DH6 ND2 1 19 117 51.00
Pittsburgh DC9 727 72S 3 9 204 62.00
Providence 4 353 103.00
Raleigh-Durham 72S 727 DC9 73S 2 7 231 68.00
Richmond DH6 F28 ND2 EMB 3 10 98 55.00
Roanoke 73S 1 4 195 82.00
Rochester DC9 1 3 293 92.00
Salisbury SH3 BE9 1 4 90 60.00
Savannah 72S 1 1 523 132.00
State College Pa. 0 0 137 70.00
Staunton BE9 DH6 1 2 ill 64.00
St. Louis 72S DC9 3 10 720 161.00
Syracuse BlI DC9 1 3 295 96.00
Tampa 727 DC9 4 6 818 150.00
West Palm Beach 72S DC9 3 3 861 163.00
Wilkes-Barre DC9 SWH 2 3 181 76.00
Clarksburg EB 1 2 176 56.00
White Plains 737 1 3 231 69.00

385
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TABLE V-9

Air Carrier Service Availability Terminating at DCA

Weekday Activity

Number of Number of

City Types of Airlines Flights Air Miles Ticket
Equipment Serving to DCA from DCA Prices

Albany Bi1 DC9 1 4 314 37.00
Allentown ND2 72S 2 5 147 56.00
Asbury Park BE9 1 1 178 62.22
Atlanta DC9 727 72S 2 15 550 91.00
Atlantic City BE9 1 3 136 48.62
Baltimore SH3 DH6 BE9 73S DC9 3 10 26 37.00
Binghamton GRS SWM PAN ND2 3 8 235 88.00
Boston DC9 727 72S 5 24 396 79.00
Bridgeport BE9 1 2 310 69.00
Buffalo DC9 1 4 293 87.00
Charleston YSl 73S 1 4 251 85.00
Charlotte DC9 72S 1 4 334 77.00
Charlottesville YSI 73S 1 3 94 64.00
Chicago DC9 727 72S 4 26 597 132.00
Cincinnati BI DC9 727 2 4 412 110.00
Cleveland 727 72S 2 9 310 89.00
Columbus Bi 727 72S 2 5 323 94.00
Dayton 727 72S 1 2 392 110.00
Detroit DC9 72S 2 8 405 110.00
Elkins EMB 1 1 153 51.00
Fayetteville 73S 1 2 288 85.00
Greensboro DC9 73S 72S 2 4 252 80.00
Hangerstown SH3 BE9 i 4 67 55.00
Hartford DC9 B11 1 4 310 90.00
Harrisburg ND2 SH3 1 8 89 57.00
Hot Springs BE9 1 2 231 70.00
Tuntsville 737 1 1 616 142.00
Indianapolis 72S 1 2 500 132.00
Islip DC9 B11 1 2 246 78.00
Ithaca SWM 1 2 249 96.00

Jacksonville, Fla. DC9 72S 2 3 641 138.00

Jacksonville, N.C. 73S YSl 1 2 289 90.00
* Kinston 73S 1 1 248 84.00

Knoxville 737 1 2 430 122.00

NOTE: See Appendix D for detailed information on frequency of
city-pair service by carrier by equipment type.
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TABLE V-9

Air Carrier Service Availability Terminating at DCA

Weekday Activity

Number of Number of

City Types of Airlines Flights Air Miles Ticket
Equipanenc serving to DCA from DCA Prices

Lexington 73S 1 1 416 106.00
Louisville 73S DC9 727 2 3 475 115.00
Lynchburg YSl 73S 1 3 161 80.00
Memphis 727 725 2 4 763 138.00
Miami 737 DC9 727 72S 3 10 922 143.00
Milwaukee 72S 1 1 634 145.00

Minneapolis DC9 72S 3 8 930 160.00
Morgantown EMB 1 1 164 53.00

Myrtle Beach 73S 1 1 363 118.00
Nashville 727 725 2 6 564 120.00
New Bern E 1 1 264 83.00
New Haven EMB 1 3 273 79.00

New York DC9 727 72S 5 38 205 59.00

Newark EMB F28 727 725 5 13 205 59.00

Newport News SH3 DH6 1 4 125 67.00

Norfolk BIl DC9 73S 727 2 7 145 72.00

Orlando DC9 727 725 3 5 762 144.00

Philadelphia ND2 DH6 1 19 117 51.00

Pittsburgh Bil DC9 727 725 3 9 204 62.00

Providence DC9 1 5 353 103.00

Raleigh-Durham 73S DC9 727 2 6 231 68.00

Richmond ND2 DH6 F28 EMB 3 10 98 55.00

Roanoke YSI 73S 1 4 195 82.00

Rochester BII 1 2 293 92.00

Salisbury SH3 BE9 1 5 90 60.00

Savannah 727 1 1 523 132.00

State College Pa. BE9 1 1 137 70.00

Staunton DH6 BE9 1 2 ill 64.00

St. Louis DC9 727 72S 3 .0 720 161.00

Syracuse Bil 727 1 3 295 96.00

Tampa 737 DC9 727 72S 4 6 818 150.00

West Palm Beach 737 727 3 3 861 163.00

Wilkes-Barre SWM 72S 2 3 181 76.00

Clarksburg EMB 1 2 176 56.00

White Plains 737 1 3 231 69.00
385
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INDEX: Equipment Listed on

Tables V-8 and V-9

Bl BAC 1ll (all series)

BE9 Beechcraft 99

727 Boeing 727 'all series)

72s Boeing 727-200

737 Boeing 737 (all series)

73s Boeing 737-200

DC9 McDonnel Douglas DC9 'all series)

Dii6 DeHavilland DHIC-6-300

EMIB Bandeirante

P2B Fokcker F-28

GRS Grua-n Gulf stream

DS gord 262

PAN Piper Mavajo

SH3 Short Bros. and Harland SD3-30

SWm Swearingen M4etro

YSl 'MAMCO YS-11
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aircraft used, the cost of service - and the distance flown. These

tables show a strong relationship between size of population center and

the amount of service offered. For example, while each of the heavily

populated east coast cities of New York, Philadelphia, Atlanta and Boston

is served by more than 30 operations per day, to and from DCA, smaller

cities such as Ithaca, Kinston and Roanoke are served by less than 10

operations per day. The tables also indicate that population density is

strongly related to the amount of competition on various routes. For

example, Boston, New York, and Chicago are served by at least three major

carriers while smaller cities are served from DCA by a single carrier.

Service is also provided to the larger cities through Dulles and/or

Baltimore/Washington.

During an average day at DCA, some 71 cities are served by over 770

operations (includes commuters). Because of regulations regarding the

size of aircraft permitted to operate at DCA, medium capacity DC-9 and

B-727 jet aircraft provide most of the available jet service. In May of

this year, 60 percent, or more than 460 daily operations were made with

these types of aircraft. Although jet service predominates at DCA, there

is also a wide range of service using turboprop and non-turbine

aircraft. Almost 18 percent of the total operations performed at DCA in

May were carried out using aircraft with less than 30 seats. These

aircraft were used to provide service to some 16 communities.

I/ Scheduling data as well as ticket fares were extracted from the
Official Airline Guide, May, 1981.
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F. Flight Financial Estimates

Tables V-10 through V-14 present estimates of airline financial

statistics for the third quarter of CY-1979. The data represent per

flight averages of airline direct operating costs, total revenues, total

costs, operating profit, and net profit. -V The estimates, as indicated

in the tables, are airline specific for each hour of scheduled operations

at DCA. Over the intervening two years, both fares and costs have risen

appreciably. Use of these data in this evaluation reflects the

assumption that the internal relationships have not altered significantly

and that profit data may therefore be fairly representative.

Data for calculation of direct operating costs were taken from monthly

airline reports (Form 441) submitted to the Civil Aeronautics Board

(CAB). Included in these reports are cost information for flying

operations, aircraft maintenance and depreciation/amortization, on a

block hour basis. From this information, knowledge of the type of

aircraft providing service, and the travel time required for a flight,

(both available from the Official Airline Guide (OAG)) total per flight

direct operating costs can be reasonably estimated.

* ;Revenue information was derived by using service segment data (Form 586)

provided by the CAB and fare information from the OAG. Service segment

data provide information on the number of passengers for each segment of

2/ Revenue from sources other than passenger ticket revenues, i.e.,
cargo, etc., is not included in the revenue and profit estimates.
Revenue from these "other" sources is traditionally a very small
percentages of total per flight revenue.
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an airline flight. Total revenue for any flight was calculated as the

product of the coach fare times the number of passengers. This assumes

that the effect of discount fares (lower than coach fares) is offset by

the first class fares plus non-passenger revenues-belly freight, air

express, U.S. mail, and excess baggage.- / Estimates of total revenue

and aircraft direct operating costs were made for individual flights over

a three-month period. Results were then averaged by hour of the day for

each airline to produce the profiles of Tables V-1O and V-11.

Estimates of average total costs require the estimation of indirect

operating costs on a per flight basis. This was accomplished by

establishing, from airline annual reports, the relationship between total

indirect and direct operating costs for each airline. These ratios were

than applied to the previously derived direct operating cost information

of individual flights to ascertain indirect cost per flight per airline.

1/ While discount fares accounted for 50 percent of nationwide traffic
during the third quarter of 1979, much of the discounting can be
attributed to the "coupon war" between American and United which
existed until December 15, 1979. Theses carriers accounted for only
about 20 percent of DCA scheduled, certificated operations. Eastern,
Delta, and Piedmont, which accounted for almost 40 percent of DCA
operations, tended to engage in much less discounting than the
nations. average. Also, for total domestic trunk operations during
the year ending June 1979, first class passenger revenues contributed
11 percent of total passenger revenues and non-passenger revenues
constituted 9 percent of total revenues from scheduled services. For
Eastern, Delta, Allegheny, and Piedmont Airlines which were major
users of Washington National Airport that did not operate any
all-freight (freighter) service, non-passenger revenues constituted
between 6 and 8 percent of total airline revenues from scheduled
services. Thus, it is difficult to assess the inaccuracy associated
with the coach fare estimation assumption. If the procedure results
in an overstatement of revenues, the error is likely to be
small--perhaps only 5 percent or less.
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Finally, estimates pertaining to per flight operating and net profits

were calculated by subtracting relevant cost estimates from estimates of

total revenue. Profit estimates are approximations from the best data

available. Overestimates of revenue (see footnote on previous page) may

result in overestimates of average operating and net profits by 9 and 20

percent, respectively.

In Table V-lO, as would be expected, average per flight revenue varies

greatly. Differences result from load factors, aircraft unit cost

differences, and the distance traveled. Average revenue per flight per

airline for the third quarter ranges from a high of about $9,200 for

National Airlines flights taking place at 11:00 a.m. to a low of just

over 1,000 for Piedmont flights at 7:00 a.m. The profile of average

revenue levels in the table is consistent with the two peak distribution

of time preference for air travel. Average revenue peaks per flight

occur at 10:00 a.m. and again from 2:00 to 6:00 p.m. Average revenue per

flight is greatesc at 2:00 p.m.

Table V-11, average per flight direct operating costs (DOC's), exhibits

many of the same distributional aspects that are present in the revenue

information. This is expected as airlines respond to the greater demand

for air travel by using larger capacity aircraft which are more expensive

to operate. Piedmont's 7:00 a.m. flights (those that exhibited the

lowest average per flight revenue in Table V-10), also show the lowest

average DOC level per flight. At the upper end of the range, Republic's

operations at 11:00, 12:00 and 8:00 o'clock, exhibit the highest average

direct operating costs.
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Table V-12 reflects estimates of average total operating costs per

flight. The range of average per flight total cost estimates shows the

same patterns as the direct operating costs.

Estimates of average net profits per flight by hour of the day are

derived by subtracting total cost from total revenues and are summarized

in Table V-13. The estimates indicate that approximately 10 percent of

flights operating at DCA in the third quarter of 1979 were operated at an

apparent financial loss.- / Because these estimates represent quarterly

averages, it is important to stress that the losses evident from the

table are not aberrations but indicate operating conditions that have

been encountered for several months. There could, of course, be a number

of reasons for continuing financially unprofitable segments. One

potential explanation is logistics. Airlines may need an aircraft at DCA

to operate an early morning profitable flight and, therefore, must incur

a small loss the night before in order to assure availability of that

aircraft.

l/ This does not imply that the entire flight is operated at a financial
loss, but rather only that "leg" of the flight in which DCA is the
city of origin or termination appears to be unprofitable.
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VI. ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF CONGESTION/ENVIRONMENTAL ALTERNATIVES

The effects of the reduction in the air traffic controller work force are

assumed to be temporary and not appropriate for consideration in the

evaluation of policy alternatives. References to "base case" and

alternative scenarios are relative to the pre-strike situation.

A. Economic Analysis of the Use of Quotas or Landing Fees to Limit

Operations at Washington National Airport.

1. Description of Base Case

Operations at Washington National Airport (DCA) are currently subject to

several rules and standard procedures. Relevant to this analysis are

those which:

a) limit IFR activity to 40 air carrier operations per hour, 8 commuter
operations per hour, and 12 general aviation operations per hour;

b) define air carrier and commuter operations according to the
certification of the airline and allow certain airlines to conduct
both air carrier and commuter operations;

c) award the hourly IFR reservations (slots) according to the decisions
of air carrier and commuter scheduling committees; ./ and

d) charge a relatively low landing fee which has very little effect on
the profitability of airline operations.

1/ During the current circumstances of reduced airport and airway
capacity at DCA as well as at other congested hubs, capacity is
allocated by the FAA according to procedures described in Special
Federal Air Regulation 44-2. Allocation of capacity by the FAA is,
however, considered a temporary procedure.
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One of the proposed modifications to the DCA policy is a redefinition of

air carrier according to aircraft seating capacity. Air carrier

operations will be those operations involving aircraft certificated with

56 or more seats; operations using smaller aircraft will be commuter

operations. Because most of the alternatives which are analyzed in this

chapter are based on this proposed definition, it is relevant to know the

current mix of air carrier and commuter operations based on this proposed

definition. Based on scheduling data for a week in May 1981, as listed

in Appendix B, hourly scheduled air carrier and commuter operations

currently average 38 and 12, respectively, using the proposed definition

of air carrier relating to aircraft seating capacity. Thus, if the

proposed definition were in effect today, we would have to conclude that

an average of two air carrier slots per hour are filled with aircraft of

less than 56 seats and that some commuter quota violations are now

occurring.

The profitability of current air carrier operations is illustrated by the

data contained in Tables V-10 through V-14. Specifically, during the

third quarter of 1979, DCA air carrier operations averaged revenues,

costs, and profits per operation of $4669, $3278, and $1391,

respectively. Financial data for commuter airlines are not as accessible

as for air carriers. Income and operations data for a small sample of

commuter airlines indicate that a range of $40 to $60 per operation may

be representative of net profits for commuters operating in the general
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area of DCA. Many commuters operate at a financial loss at this time, so

this is a rough approximation of average overall profits. Therefore, for

the purposes of this analysis, it is assumed that $50 per operation is

representative of current average commuter airline net profits.

The assignment of costs and revenues to specific operations at DCA is

necessary for the present analysis, but the nature of airline operations

prevents accurate measurement of such items. An operation at DCA may be

only one leg of a flight with many stops, both before and after the stop

at DCA, and the role of the stop at DCA in generating costs and revenues

may be impossible to assess. Also, some operations at DCA may be

conducted solely to position an aircraft where it is needed the following

day. Thus, there are significant constraints on the ability to quantify

the profitability of DCA operations.

The imprecision in the current definitions of air carrier and commuter

affects the usefulness of the available data on current DCA operations

and enplanements. These data are obtained from separate sources which

use different definitions. One specific problem is that the Civil

Aeronautics Board began including enplanement data for many airlines

previously classified as commuters with its air carrier enplanement data

in 1980. In addition, enplanements for 1980 can only be estimated at

this time. A better picture of the air carrier/commuter traffic mix

relative to the definition by aircraft seating capacity may be obtained,

therefore, from 1979 data, as follows:

DCA Air Carrier Operations 208,301
DCA Air Carrier Enplanements 6,971,325
DCA Commuter Operations 47,658
DCA Commuter Enplanements 282,241
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Multiplying 1979 air carrier enplanements by two yields an estimated

13,942,650 enplaning/deplaning passengers at DCA. There is also an

unknown number of through passengers who fly into and out of DCA without

deplaning. Assuming an average of 124 seats per air carrier aircraft at

DCA, the 1979 enplaning/deplaning load factor at DCA was about

54 percent, meaning that 54 percent of all seats (excluding those used by

through passengers) were taken by passengers arriving at or departing

from DCA and, thus, requiring terminal service. Similar data are not

available for commuters, nor are data available on the load factor of

through passengers at DCA. It is assumed that, should no changes be

implemented, total DCA enplanements and deplanements would reach an

estimated 19,500,000 in 1990.

2. Description of Alternatives

The current DCA policy proposal includes a provision that the quota be

modified to limit air carrier operations to 37 per hour with no

exceptions for VFR operations, limit commuter operations to 11 per hour,

and limit general aviation operations to 12 per hour. At the same time,

it is proposed that air carrier operations be defined according to

aircraft seating capacity. Air carrier operations will be those

involving aircraft of 56 or more seats. Finally, it is proposed that the

number of passengers serviced at DCA be limited to 16 million annually.

This ceiling will be implemented by reducing the air carrier quota

40
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appropriately whenever the annual DCA forecast predicts that passengers

will exceed the limit in the coming year. The commuter quota will be

increased by the amount the air carrier quota is decreased.

In order to analyze these and other potential policy changes, the

following eight alternatives to the base case are analyzed:

a) the proposed 37/11/12 quota and the definition of air carrier by
seating capacity, with retention of the scheduling committees;

b) institution of landing fees which essentially restrict air carrier
operations, as defined by aircraft seating capacity, to 37 per hour
and commuter operations to 11 per hour, thereby eliminating the need
for scheduling committees. General aviation operations remain
subject to a quota of 12 operations per hour;

c) the proposed 37/11/12 quota and the definition of air carrier by
seating capacity, plus the imposition of a 16 million passenger
ceiling as described above, with retention of the scheduling
committees;

d) an hourly quota of 37 air carrier operations (defined by aircraft
seating capacity) allocated by scheduling committee, and the removal
of quotas on commuter and general aviation operations, thereby
eliminating the need for the commuter scheduling committee;

e) an hourly quota of 37 air carrier operations (defined by aircraft
seating capacity) allocated by scheduling committee, but reduced
annually as required to meet a 16 million passenger ceiling, plus the
removal of quotas on commuter and general aviation operations,
thereby eliminating the need for the commuter scheduling committee;

f) a quota of 20/8/12 on hourly air carrier, commuter, and general
aviation operations, respectively, with air carrier operations
defined by aircraft seating capacity, and with retention of
scheduling committees;

g) institution of landing fees which essentially restrict air carrier
operations, as defined by aircraft seating capacity, to 20 per hour
and commuter operations to 8 per hour, thereby eliminating the need
for scheduling committees. General aviation operations remain
subject to a quota of 12 operations per hour; and

h) the removal of all quotas, thus eliminating the need for scheduling
committees.
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For each alternative analyzed in this section, it is assumed that the

base case perimeter rule, restricting flights to 650 miles except for

"grandfather" cities, is retained. Also, no change to noise policy at

DCA is considered in this section. Perimeter rule and noise policy

changes are discussed in Chapter VII and Section B of this chapter.

It is assumed throughout the analysis of all alternatives that the effect

on general aviation is negligible. Although there is a quota on IFR

general aviation operations at DCA, most general aviation operations are

VFR and are not subject to any restrictions on the number of operations.

Delays normally occur during hours of peak operations or bad weather, and

general aviation operators normally avoid these hours. Even a

significant increase in air carrier delays may not impact general

aviation to a significant extent.

3. Methodology

a. Estimation of Delays

The methodology for estimating changes in aircraft delays is described in

Appendix A. Using this methodology, it may be concluded that both IAD

and BWI are now operating so far under capacity that significant changes

in aircraft delays at these airports are not expected under any

alternative. Changes in delays at DCA are expected, however, in every

case.
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b. Estimation of Noise and Value of Noise Impact

The impact of a change in the general level of aircraft noise may be

quantified through the estimated change it causes in residential property

values. Yearly Average Day-Night Sound Level (LDN) is a means of

quantifying the noise suffered in the airport area and along flight

paths. Consistent with general convention, 65 dB is considered the

threshold for noise problems; any change above the 65 dB level affects

property values, but any change below the 65 dB level does not. Based on

the results of an earlier study,-/a change of one decibel (above the

65 dB level) is estimated to result in a 1.5 percent change in property

values in the opposite direction of the noise change. Changes in

owner-occupied home values are assumed to occur in total immediately upon

perception of the noise change. Changes in rent values are also assumed

to occur upon perception of the noise change and are discounted to

present value at a 10 percent rate in perpetuity. The total property

value change is then expressed as a single value in 1980 dollars. (See

Appendix C for additional detail on method used to estimate the change in

property and rental values).

c. Estimation of Impact on Passenges

All but one of the eight alternatives result in fewer air carrier

operations than under the base case. To some extent, the reduction in

operations will make some of the remaining operations more profitable, as

l/ Frome, William R. "Conceptual Framework for Trade-off Analysis of
Multiple Airport Operation: A Case Study of the Metropolitan
Washington Airports," University of Maryland, Ph. D., 1978.
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the percentage of filled seats will rise on those flights which are still

available to the destinations of cancelled flights. Some of the

passenger demand which cannot be met at DCA will be transferred to Dulles

International Airport (IAD) or Baltimore-Washington International Airport

(BWI), and some of the demand simply will not be met at all. Whether

demand is transferred to IAD/BWI or is not met at all depends, for each

passenger who cannot use DCA, on that passenger's inherent net value of a

trip to/from Washington, D.C. in excess of the present cost of a DCA

flight (consumer's surplus) and on that passenger's cost of using DCA

relative to the cost of using IAD/BWI.

Consumer's surplus refers to the value which accrues to a consumer who

pays less for a commodity than that consumer would be willing to pay. In

the present case, consumers' surplus is the collective value accruing to

DCA passengers as the result of fares being lower than some passengers

would be willing to pay. If a flight were cancelled and, consequently,

some passengers were forced to cancel trips, those passengers would not

lose that portion of the value of their trips represented by the market

value of their tickets, for they would still have that money available

for alternative purposes. However, they would lose any consumers'

surplus in excess of that market value. Therefore, in assessing the

impact of policy alternatives on passengers, estimates must be made of

lost consumers' surplus due to forgone trips as well as added airport

' access costs for passengers switching to IAD/BWI. In the present

analysis, such estimates are based on these assumptions:
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1) It is assumed that, on average, passengers now using DCA will require

about 11.4 minutes extra time per operation to access IAD/BWI. This

is based on the results of the only reliable survey which could be

found in the literature. 1/ The survey results and the assumptions

and calculations used to derive the 11.4 minute estimate are

contained in Appendix E. (The assumption used in the PRE was

30 minutes.)

Using J17.50 as the average value of an airline passenger's

time,-/ this results in $3.33 added cost per passenger per

operation. In addition, it is similarly assumed that, on average,

passengers now using DCA will pay an added out-of-pocket expense in

the range of $4.50 to $8.00 per aircraft operation to access

IAD/BWI.- / The average passenger, therefore, is assumed to incur a

total added cost of t9.58 per aircraft operation when accessing

IAD/BWI instead of DCA.

1/ "Washington-Baltimore Airport Access Study," May 1968, ABT
Associates, Inc.

2/ "Economic Values for Evaluation of Federal Aviation Administration
Investment and Regulatory Programs," Report No. FAA-APO-81-3,

U' DOT/FAA, May 1981.

3/ The cost of driving to lAD from Washington, parking at IAD for one
day, and driving back to Washington is about $16.00 more than a
subway round trip between Washington and DCA. Thus, this set of
alternatives yields an added cost of $8.00 per aircraft operation in
accessing IAD instead of DCA. Limousine service from Washington to
IAD is $4.50 more than limousine service from Washington to DCA.

4/ $9.58 is equal to $3.33 (cost of time) added to one-half of $4.50
plus $8.00 (the range of out-of-pocket expense).
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2) The average fare for DCA operations, based on the data contained in

Table V-9, is $88; and

3) The price elasticity of demand at the average fare level is -1.0.-/

Price elasticity of demand refers to the percentage change in the

quantity of a commodity demanded given a certain percentage change in the

price of that commodity. Essentially, an elasticity of -1.0 means that a

given percentage change in price yields the same percentage change in

demand in the opposite direction. For example, a doubling of price

halves demand.

Using these assumptions, passenger impacts may be estimated as follows.

If the average DCA fare is $88 and the added cost of accessing IAD/BWI is

$9.58, then the real IAD/BWI fare is a total of $97.58, about an

11 percent increase over the DCA fare. If price elasticity of demand is

-1.0, then this fare increase will yield an 11 percent decrease in

demand. That is, 11 percent of the passengers who cannot access DCA will

forego air travel rather than access BWI/IAD. Such passengers may, for

example, use alternative modes of travel to reach relatively nearby

destinations rather than make a relatively long trip to an airport.

l/ See, for example: DeVaney, Arthur S. "The Revealed Value of Time in
Air Travel, "Review of Economics and Statistics, Feb. 1974,
pp. 77-82; and Brown, S.L. and Watkins, W. S. "Measuring Elasticities
of Air Travel from New Cross-Sectional Data," paper presented at
American Statistical Association, 1971.
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The economic loss to passengers who forego air travel may be estimated by

the consumers' surplus from their denied DCA flights. These passengers

apparently value their consumer surplus at $9.58 or less, since they

refuse to pay that much more for a IAD/BWI flight. Assuming their

individual surplus ranges from $0 to $9.58, an average of $4.79 per

passenger is used in estimating consumers' surplus. The economic loss to

passengers who access IAD/BWI, assumed to be 89 percent of the passengers

denied access to DCA, may be estimated using the $9.58 per passenger

added airport access cost.

Passengers will also be affected by changes in delays, both airside and

groundside. Calculated changes in airside delays are valued at $17.50

per hour per passenger, as cited in "Economic Values for Evaluation of

Federal Aviation Administration Investment and Regulatory Programs,"

Report No. FAA-APO-81-3, DOT/FAA, May 1981.

The estimation of changes in groundside delays involves a large amount of

uncertainty. There are, undeniably, increasing delay costs to passengers

as the number of passengers using an airport increases towards that

airport's capacity. However, the lack of an adequate method of

quantifying these costs prevents their being estimated in this analysis.
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An alternative to estimating the impact of groundside delays on

passengers is estimating the cost of providing an adequate level of

service to airport users. The present analysis involves only two options

for levels of airport use. One is the imposition of a 16 million

passenger ceiling at DCA. The other is to allow unrestricted use of DCA.

If unrestricted use of DCA is allowed, about 19.5 million annual

passengers are expected to use DCA by 1990. About 8.8 million passengers

are expected to use lAD in this case. In this scenario, expansion and

renovation of DCA facilities must be accomplished, and development of IAD

would be required also.

If a 16 million passenger ceiling is imposed at DCA, about 11.3 million

annual passengers are expected to use IAD by 1990. In this scenario,

relative to the first scenario, additional development of IAD is

required, and less development of DCA is required.

The range of estimates of the costs of developing LAD and DCA in these

two scenarios yields a total cost for both airports on the order of

$200 million in each scenario. Thus, there appears to be no strictly

financial incentive to select one option over the other. From the

standpoint of passenger convenience, the level of service which is

provided at IAD now and which would be provided at IAD under either

future option is significantly higher than the level of service which is

and would be provided at DCA. The level of service at IAD is and would

be close to design standards, while the level of service at DCA is an
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would be well below design standards. This difference in level of

service is a distinct advantage of the option which includes a 16 million

passenger ceiling at DCA. However, the techniques for estimating the

boL:its to passengers are not sufficiently developed to permit including

such an estimate in the present analysis.

d. Estimation of Impact on Airline Operations and Profits

As noted in the preceding section, seven of the eight alternatives, as

well as the actual policy proposal, involve a reduction in air carrier

operations at DCA. The expected results of such a reduction are an

increase in the average DCA load factor, an increase in the number of

IAD/BWI operations, and a loss of some passengers. Many of the

alternatives include a reduction in the air carrier quota to

37 operations per hour, so it is relevant to discuss the methodology used

in estimating the impact of this specific quota reduction.

According to the May 1981 schedule listed in Appendix B, DCA operations

involving aircraft with 56 or more seats number 37 or more during 12 of

the 15 full hours of operation. Thus, there is little opportunity for

shifting operations among hours, and most DCA flights in excess of 37 per

hour must be transferred to IAD/BWI or cancelled. The operations which

must be cancelled or transferred number 20 for Sunday through Friday and

none on Saturday. This totals 6,240 annual operations.
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The number of passengers who can simply access remaining DCA flights can

be only roughly approximated. The number will depend on the specific

schedule changes and the current availability of seats to destinations

affected by the changes. For example, some cancelled operations may be

expected to eliminate service to communities currently providing

relatively low demand and receiving minimum service. Passengers losing

this service may find no alternative at DCA. It is assumed in this

analysis that the current 54 percent enplanement/deplanement DCA load

factor will rise to 55 percent. This means that about 251,000 passengers

would be accommodated on remaining DCA flights.

Using an average of 124 seats per aircraft and a 54 percent load factor,

the loss of 6,240 DCA operations would affect about 418,000 passengers.

Assuming 251,000 of them use remaining DCA flights, 167,000 must choose

IAD/BWI service or no service at all. According to the methodology of

the preceding section, 1i percent or 18,000 would choose no service, and

89 percent or 149,000 would choose IAD/BWI service.

It is assumed that new service must be provided to serve the added

149,000 IAD/BWI passengers. At the average IAD/BWI enplanement/

deplanement load factor of 43 percent, and assuming a national average of

140 seats per aircraft, a total of 2,475 added operations would be

required. Thus, there is a net reduction of 3,765 air carrier operations

required at the three area airports.
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The impact on airline profits from a reduction in the DCA quota to 37 air

carrier operations per hour is, therefore, the sum of lost revenues from

passengers who forgo trips and reduced costs from reduced operations.

Lost revenues for 18,000 passengers at an average $88 fare are

$1.6 million per year. Reduced costs for 3,765 operations at $3278 per

operation are $12.3 million per year. (This assumes that indirect costs

are covered by alternative use of the aircraft made available by these

reduced operations.) Therefore, air carriers on the whole receive a

benefit of $10.7 million per year.

The alternatives which incorporate a 16 million passenger ceiling involve

a gradual decrease in the air carrier quota to about 30 operations per

hour by 1990. Although accurate quantification of the implications of

this change is impossible, it is possible to speculate on the general

effects. As fewer operations are permitted at DCA, more operations may

be expected at BWI/IAD. Those operations remaining at DCA should be the

most profitable ones possible, implying that they will be flights to

relatively large hubs and that load factors will be very high. The

reduced competition at DCA on routes which are available may lead to

higher fares, but there will be competition from commuters and IAD/BWI

air carriers. As the market for air transportation gradually moves

toward IAD/BWI, it is reasonable to expect air carriers to develop

strategies which make use of IAD/BWI more attractive to passengers and

more efficient for air carriers. The only financial forecast in which

any confidence may be placed is that the remaining operations at DCA will

be highly profitable. It is not possible to predict the fares which will
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prevail as air carrier activity at DCA is reduced, but the inauguration

of discount fare service, such as between BWI and Newark, indicates that

there are realistic opportunities for competition with the service that

would remain at DCA.

For those alternatives in which air carrier operations are reduced below

37, the estimate of added profits from the reduction to 37 will be used

as a lower bound of annual benefits for air carriers. For the

alternatives in which air carrier operations are reduced immediately to

20, it is assumed that a relatively dramatic change occurs in DCA

activity, and that only highly demanded routes are flown out of DCA with

high load factors.

Due to the scarcity of data on commuter operations, the impacts on

commuter airlines are approximated by estimating the number of operations

added or deleted and assuming the average profit for one operation is

$50.

An additional impact on airline profits will be caused by changes in

aircraft delays. Airborne delay costs are contained in "Economic Values

for Evaluation of Federal Aviation Administration Investment and

Regulatory Programs," Report No. FAA-APO-81-3, DOT/FAA, May 1981. Data

reported to the FAA by three major airlines indicate that the ratio of

airborne delay hours to ground delay hours is .61 to 1, and the ratio of

airborne delay cost to ground delay cost is 1.43 to 1. These ratios were

used to calculate the overall aircraft delay costs used in this analysis,

namely $24.40 per minute for air carriers and $9.76 per minute for

commuters.
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4. Analysis of Alternatives

a. Alternative 1: Hourly quota of 37 air carrier operations (as defined

by aircraft seating capacity), 11 commuter operations, and 12 general

aviation operations, with retention of the scheduling committees.

(1) Impact on Airlines

The reduction in the air carrier quota, excluding the effects of delays,

yields an estimated annual benefit of gl0.7 million for air carriers (See

Methodology). For commuter airlines, about 12 currently scheduled

operations may be denied access to DCA on Monday through Friday, while

weekend operations should be unaffected. Therefore, an annual total of

3,120 operations may be affected. At the assumed profit rate of t50 per

commuter operation, the loss to commuters is $156,000 per year.

The decrease in both air carrier and commuter operations should result in

reduced delay costs. Assuming a 6,240 decrease in air carrier operations

and a 3,120 decrease in commuter operations, this alternative would

result in a decease in total annual operations from about 355,000 to

about 345,000. According to the methodology of Appendix A, this would

result in a decrease of 0.2 minutes in average delay per operation.

4 Assuming an air carrier delay cost of $24.40 per minute, the decrease in

delay cost to air carriers is about $1.0 million per year. Assuming a

commuter airline delay cost of $9.76 per minute, the decrease in delay

cost to commuter airlines is about $0.1 million per year.
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The net impact on air carriers is estimated to be an $11.7 million annual

benefit. The net impact on commuters is estimated to be negligible.

(2) Impact on Passengers

As described in the Methodology section, 18,000 passengers may forgo air

transportation due to higher airport access costs, thereby forfeiting an

average $4.79 per passenger in consumer surplus. Also, 149,000 pas-

sengers may pay average added costs of $9.58 per passenger in accessing

IAD/BWI. Thus, passengers may suffer annual losses of $1.5 million from

the reduction in DCA operations, excluding the effects of delays.

An additional imFact on -assengers is the benefit from reduced delays at

DCA. As estimated above, airside delays will decrease an average of

0.2 minutes per operation. Although this average may appear

insignificant, it can represent significant delay reductions for a few

*passengers. The 0.2 average is the result of statistically spreading

these reductions among all passengers. Using a passenger delay cost of

$17.50 per hour and assuming an average of 17.5 million passengers over

the entire period, the reduced delay cost to passengers is about

$1.0 million per year. This reduces the overall cost to passengers to

about $0.5 million per year.

Finally, passengers will experience a reduction in service due to

decreased air carrier and commuter operations.
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(3) Impact on Local Community

Analysis of the change in noise reveals that the effect on the

environment will be negligible. Thus, no significant impact is

expected.

(4) Impact on other Communities

Some communities must suffer a reduction in service at DCA. About 20 air

carrier operations and about 12 commuter operations per day must be

dropped to meet the new quota.

(5) Impact on FAA

Negligible.

(6) Conclusion

Ceteris paribus, a change in the hourly quota for air carrier, commuter,

and general aviation operations from 40/8/12 to 37/11/12, coupled with

the redefinition of air carrier operations, is expected to have the

following effects. Air carriers may experience a net benefit of

$11.7 million annually and commuters may experience a negligible impact,

because of reduced delay costs and higher load factors on remaining

operations. Passengers will suffer added airport access costs and lost
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consumers' suplus, but reduced delays will cut their overall costs to

about $0.5 million per year. Passengers and some communities will suffer

reductions in DCA service.
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b. Alternative 2: Institution of landing fees which essentially

restrict air carrier operations, as defined by aircraft size, to 37 per

hour and commuter operations to 11 per hour, thereby eliminating the need

for scheduling committees. General aviation operations remain subject to

a quota of 12 operations per hour.

This alternative proposes an economic means of limiting airline opera-

tions. Landing fees are established which increase the cost of DCA

operations to a point where less profitable operations are voluntarily

eliminated by airlines, the goal being a maximum of 37 air carrier

operations per hour and 11 commuter operations per hour. Initial landing

fees would be established through analysis of airline profit data, and

fees would be periodically modified according to the response of

airlines. Fees might have to be set for each hour, because profits vary

by hour.

The impacts of these landing fees are very difficult to predict. It is

uncertain what the fees would be and how much of the added cost would be

* passed on to passengers through higher ticket prices. The availability

of flights at IAD/BWI gives passengers a substitute for DCA service and

some degree of market power, thus limiting to some extent the airlines'

*opportunity to raise fares at DCA. Therefore, substantial increases in

landing fees will, to a large degree, be an added cost to airlines which

cannot be totally passed on to passengers. This will likely result in

lower profits for airlines.
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One indicator of potential air carrier landing fees under this

alternative is the excess of current air carrier profit over an estimate

of "acceptable" profit. Third quarter 1979 air carrier net profit by

hour reveals that the first and last hours of the day contain many

unprofitable operations, perhaps due to positioning of aircraft for

optimum systemwide profitability. Ignoring these hours, the average net

profit by hour was:

8 a.m. $1049
9 934

10 1394
11 1450

12 p.m. 1506
1 1408

2 1872
3 1855
4 1779
5 1730
6 1632
7 1717
8 1415

The hours of 8 a.m. and 9 a.m. may be assumed to be periods of lower

demand, with net profit relatively low but still sufficient to warrant a

large number of operations. If the average net profit for these two

hours, $992, is assumed to represent a minimum "acceptable" profit which

air carriers would be willing to earn on all operations, then air

carriers may be willing to pay an additional fee per operation of $0 to

$880, with a mean of $457. Since fees are actually paid for landing

only, landing fees could range from $0 to $1760, with a mean of $914.

The total added fees for a year's air carrier operations might be about

$88 million. The benefits to air carriers resulting from the new

operations limits, per se, are estimated at t11.7 million per year (see
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Alternative 1). Therefore, air carriers must pass on at least 87 percent

of the added fees or suffer a reduction in profit derived from DCA

operations.

There will be demand for commuter slots well in excess of the

predetermined supply of 11 slots per hour, so it may be assumed that, on

average, landing fees will be bid up to higher levels than exist now.

Given the relatively low profit generated by commuter flights, even a

small addition to landing fees could have a significant, detrimental

effect on commuter operations. Relatively better established and larger

commuter- serving larger airports will be favored by a landing fee

bidding system.

Depending on the amount of added landing fees which are passed on to

fares, passengers will bear costs in addition to the $0.5 million loss

from the new operations limits, per se (see Alternative 1). These

additional costs may result in passengers either forgoing air travel or

accessing IAD/BWI instead of simply paying higher DCA fares.

The impacts of these landing fees are assumed to be in addition to the

effects of the operations limit, per se, described under Alternative 1.

The U.S. government, recipient of all landing fees, could receive annual

benefits of about $88 million, less relatively insignificant costs of

administering the landing fee system.
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C. Alternative 3: Hourly quota of 37 air carrier operations (as defined

by aircraft seating capacity), 11 commuter operations, and 12 general

aviation operations, with retention of the scheduling committees; plus

imposition of a 16 million passenger ceiling, which will be implemented

by appropriate reductions in the air carrier quota whenever the annual

DCA forecast predicts that passengers will exceed that limit in the

coming year; the commuter quota will be increased by the amount of the

decrease in the air carrier quota.

The 16 million passenger ceiling imposed under this alternative might be

reached as soon as 1982 (in the absence of reduced DCA activity due to

the air traffic controller strike); thus, the quota for 1982 may be

decreased for air carriers and increased for commuters. Because air

carrier load factors and commuter operations may be expected to increase

as the air carrier quota decreases, and because larger air carrier

aircraft will be introduced in the middle of this decade, there may be

sufficient annual passenger increases at DCA to require frequent

decreases in the air carrier quota. In order to quantify the impacts of

the passenger ceiling, and to facilitate the reader's grasp of the

passenger ceiling concept, the following hourly air carrier and commuter

quotas are used in this analysis as approximations of future quotas:

Air Carrier Commuter

1981 37 11
1982 36 12
1983 35 13
1984 34 14
1985 33 15
1986 32 16
1987 31 17
1988 30 18
1989 29 19
1990 29 19
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(1) Impact on Airlines

The general effect of this alternative will be a gradual decrease in air

carrier operations and a gradual increase in commuter operations

throughout the decade. The impact on air carriers is described in the

Methodology section, and $l0.7 million is used as a lower bound estimate

of the annual benefit to air carriers, excluding the effects of delays.

Weekday commuter operations may average 15 per hour over the decade,

compared to the base case 12. This represents an average of about 11,700

added annual operations which, assuming a t50 profit per operation, yield

an average added profit of $585,000 per year, excluding the effects of

delays.

It Is uncertain what the effect on delay will be when commuter operations

replace air carrier operations. The methodology of Appendix A is not

applicable to changes in aircraft mix. As estimated under Alternative 1,

the proposed quota may result in a reduction of 0.2 minutes in average

delay per operation. This yields an annual saving of $0.9 million for

air carriers and 0.1 million for commuters, given the trend in slot

allocation assumed above.

(2) Impact on Passengers

Passengers will experience a mixture of gradually decreasing air carrier

service and gradually increasing commuter service throughout the decade.

(See Chapter VII for a discussion of the impact of improved commuter

service.) Also, the 16 million passenger ceiling means that an

increasing number of passengers will have to access IAD/BWI or not use
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air transportation. Under Alternative 1, it is estimated that the change

in the quota rule would cost passengers about 91.5 million in forgone

consumers' surplus and added airport access costs. By 1990, as many as

3.5 million annual passengers may be denied access to DCA. Those

passengers would suffer losses of about $1.8 million in forgone

consumers' surplus and about $29.8 million in added airport access costs,

totalling a $31.7 million loss in 1990. It is assumed that passenger

costs increase linearly from $1.5 million in the first year of the policy

to $31.7 million in 1990.

The 0.2 minute reduction in average delay per operation, assuming an

average of 16 million annual passengers, yields benefits of about

$0.9 million per year.

(3) Impact on Local Community

Relative to the base case, the impact of gradually decreasing air carrier

quotas on noise levels will increase from a negligible impact in the

first year to a decrease in 1990 of, at most, 2dB over the current 65dB

contour area. The methodology of Appendix C is not designed to measure

property value impacts of a stream of noise reductions, and the noise

reductions in any one year can be only roughly estimated. Thus,

approximation is necessary and can be obtained by estimating the impact

of a 1dB noise reduction in 1985 as a representative average. The
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approximation results in an increase in home values in 1985 and an

increase in annual rents beginning in 1985, which may all be discounted

to a 1981 present value of about $29.7 million.

(4) Impact on Other Communities

The gradually decreasing air carrier quota dictates that an increasing

number of communities must suffer a reduction in or loss of air carrier

service to DCA. The potential for replacement of such service exists at

IAD/BWI, however. In addition, commuter operations may provide some

replacement service to these communities or new service to previously

unserved communities.

(5) Impact or. FAA

It will .e increasingly possible that the air carrier scheduling

committee wiil be unable to reach a slot allocation agreement as the

quota falls throughout the decade. Thus, the FAA may have to bear the

relatively small cost of assigning slots.

(6) Conclusion

Ceteris paribus, the institution of a 37/11/12 quota on hourly air

carrier, commuter, and general aviation operations, the institution of a

16 million passenger ceiling, plus the definition of air carrier by
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aircraft seating capacity, is expected to have the following results.

Air carrier operations are expected to gradually decrease at DCA and

increase at BWI/IAD, with hourly DCA air carrier slots falling from 37 to

about 29 by 1990. Commuter operations are expected to increase steadily,

with hourly slots increasing from 11 to about 19. The average gain in

air carrier profits over the decade may be about $11.6 million per year,

while the average profits gain to commuters may be about $0.7 million per

year.

Passengers are expected to experience significant added costs, primarily

because of increased airport access costs; including the effect of

reduced delays, total added costs may increase from about $0.6 million in

the first year to about $30.8 million in 1990. The present value of

increases in home values and rents due to decreased noise near DCA is

estimated at t29.7 million. There is also expected to be a gradually

changing mix of service offered at all area airports. Some relatively

less profitable operations may be eliminated without replacement, but

there may also be new or expanded commuter service.
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d. Alternative 4: Quota of 37 air carrier operations per hour as

defined by aircraft capacity and as allocated by scheduling committee;

removal of quotas on commuter and general aviation operations, thereby

eliminating the need for a commuter scheduling committee.

(1) Impact on Airlines

The impact on air carriers, as described in the Methodology section, is

an estimated $10.7 million annual benefit, excluding the effects of

delays. Weekday commuter operations, currently averaging about 12 per

hour using the seating capacity definition, may increase to as many as 20

per hour under this alternative. This may mean about 31,200 more

operations annually. At an assumed average profit of 950 per operation,

this yields an average added profit of $1.6 million per year, excluding

the effects of delays.

Another factor which will affect the profitability of all airline

operations is the change in average delay per operation. Assuming a

6,240 decrease in air carrier operations, a 10 percent increase in

general aviation operations, and a 31,200 increase in commuter

operations, the immediate effect of the policy would be to increase DCA

annual operations to about 390,000 from about 355,000. According to the

methodology of Appendix A, this would result in an increase of

0.8 minutes in average delay per operation. Assuming an air carrier

delay cost of $24.40 per minute, the added delay cost to air carriers is
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V1
about $3.9 million per year. Assuming a commuter airline delay cost of

$9.76 per minute, the added delay cost to commuter airlines is about

$0.6 million per year. Further increases in commuter and general

aviation operations through 1990 are not expected to be sufficient to

have a significant further impact on delay for airlines.

The net impact on air carriers is estimated to be a $6.8 million annual

benefit. The net impact on commuters is estimated to be a $1.0 million

annual benefit.

(2) Impact on Passengers

One qualitative benefit for passengers is the expected increase in

commuter operations, which will broaden the list of cities served through

DCA and increase the frequency of service to some cities already served.

(See Chapter VII for further discussion of the impacts of unrestricted

commuter operations on quality of service.)

As estimated under Alternative 1, air carrier passengers denied access to

* N -DCA may suffer losses of about $1.5 million annually in forgone

consumers' surplus and added airport access costs.
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An additional impact on passengers is the cost of added delays at DCA.

As estimated above, delays will increase an average of 0.8 minutes per

operation, so that every passenger will suffer this added cost. Using a

passenger delay cost of $17.50 per hour and an average of 17.5 million

annual passengers, the total added delay cost to passengers is about

t4.1 million per year.

(3) Impact on Local Community

Analysis of the change in noise reveals that the effect on the

environment will be negligible. Thus, no significant impact is

expected.

(4) Impact on other Communities

Although some communities must suffer at least a qualitative decrease in

their DCA air carrier service, increased commuter activity will provide

new or better service to many communities. (See Chapter VII for further

discussion of the impacts of unrestricted commuter operations on quality

of service.)

(5) Impact on FAA

A minor benefit accruing to the ?AA is elimination of the need to monitor

commuter and general aviation IFR reservations and the commuter

scheduling committee.
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'6) Conclusion

Ceteris paribus, a change in air carrier operations from 40 to 37 per

hour, coupled with the redefinition of air carrier, plus elimination of

commuter and general aviation quotas, is expected to have the following

results. Air carriers may gain as much as t6.8 million in annual

profits, and commuter profits may increase about $l.0 million per year.

Passengers will experience a mixture of less air carrier service and

significantly greater commuter service. Passengers may lose $1.5 million

per year in forgone consumers' surplus and added airport access costs.

Added DCA passenger delay costs are estimated at $4.1 million per year.

Some communities will experience reduced air carrier service. These and

other communities may benefit from newly added or improved commuter

service. The altered quotas per se are not, on a net basis, expected to

change the noise exposure forecast experienced in residential areas

including the airport or along the flight paths. Consequently, there is

no expected change in residential property values.
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e. Alternative 5: Quota of 37 air carrier operations per hour as

defined by aircraft capacity; ceiling of 16 million annual

enplaning/deplaning passengers; no limit on commuter and general aviation

operations. This alternative is similar to Alternative 4, except that

the annual number of enplaning/deplaning DCA passengers is capped at

16 million. This ceiling would be implemented through an appropriate

reduction in the air carrier hourly operations quota whenever the annual

DCA forecast indicates that the 16 million limit will be exceeded in the

coming year.

The removal of the limit on commuter operations implies a significant,

immediate increase in commuter passengers. As the number of commuter

passengers increases each year, the limit on air carrier passengers will

decrease each year. It is forecast that the 16 million limit on total

passengers will be reached in 1982, and the quota on air carrier

operations would thus be lowered for that year. Load factors may be

expected to increase on the remaining flights, and commuter airlines may

be exgected to attract some of the demand, also. These forces may offset

some of the effect of the reduced air carrier quota, and annual quota

decreases may be required. In the late 1980's, when a significant number

of the new, larger air carrier aircraft are expected to be in the fleet,

the 16 million passenger limit may continue to require annual decreases

in the quota.
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In order to quantify the impacts of the passenk, ceiling, and to

facilitate the reader's grasp of the passenger ce'ling concept, the

following hourly air carrier quotas are used in the following analysis as

approximations of future quotas:

1981 37

1982 36

1983 35

1984 34

1985 33

1986 32

1987 31

1988 30

1989 29

1990 28

(1) Impact on Airlines

As described in the Methodology section, the impact on air carriers,

excluding the effects of delays, may be estimated using $10.7 million as

a lower bound of the annual benefit. The average DCA delay over the

entire period may fall by about 0.2 minutes, yielding an annual benefit

of about $0.9 million for air carriers. The increased commuter

operations, as estimated under Alternative 4, may result in added profits

of t1.6 million, plus delay cost savings of $0.1 million. The net impact

on all airlines, therefore, is estimated to be an average annual benefit

of $13.3 million.
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(2) Impact on Passengers

Passengers will experience a mixture of gradually decreasing quality of

air carrier service and a much quicker increase in quality of commuter

service. (See Chapter 7 for a discussion of the impact of improved

commuter service.) As discussed under Alternative 3, it may be assumed

that passenger costs (forgone consumers' surplus and added airport access

costs) increase linearly from $1.5 million in the first year of the

policy to $31.7 million in 1990. The average reduction in airside delay

of 0.2 minutes, with an average of 16 million passengers, yields an

annual saving of $0.9 million.

(3) Impact on Local Community

The impact of gradually decreasing air carrier quotas on noise levels is

assumed to be as estimated under Alternative 3. The increase in home

values and rents may be discounted to a 1981 present value of

929.7 million.

(4) Impact on Other Communities

Commuter airlines are expected to provide service to new communities and

increase service to previously served communities. A gradually

increasing number of communities may lose DCA air carrier service,

especially communities within a relatively short distance of DCA.
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(5) Impact on FAA

It will be increasingly possible that the air carrier tchedtuling

committee will be unable to reach a slot allocation agreement as the

quota falls from 37 to about 28. Thus, the FAA may have to bear the

relatively small cost of assigning slots. The FAA will also have a minor

saving from not having to monitor commuter reservations and the commuter

scheduling committee.

(6) Conclusion

Ceteris paribus, the combination of a quota of 37 air carrier operations,

a ceiling of 16 million passengers imposed through air carrier quota

reductions, and the removal of commuter and general aviation quotas, is

expected to have the following results. The net impact on all airlines

is estimated at an average annual benefit of $13.3 million. Passengers

are expected to experience significant added costs, primarily because of

increased airport access costs; total added costs may increase from about

$0.6 million in the first year to about $30.8 million in 1990. A benefit

of $29.7 million in 1981 present value is estimated to accrue in the form

of increased property values resulting from decreased noise levels.

Other communities, notably those within a relatively short distance of

DCA, are expected to experience decreases in air carrier service, but

substantial increases in commuter service.
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f. Alternative 6: Quota of 20 operations per hour for air carriers as

defined by aircraft size, 8 per hour for commuters, and 12 per hour for

general aviation. Scheduling committees are retained.

The relatively severe restrictions on operations proposed under this

alternative are designed to give environmental benefits to DCA's

neighbors.

11) Impact on Airlines

Airlines would be faced with a major restructuring of activities under

this alternative. Greatly expanded use of IAD/BWI is likely under this

alternative, but the specific strategies which may be empl ,ed by air

carriers and commuters under this scenario cannot be predicted.

An important uncertainty is whether scheduling committees can, in fact,

reach a solution to the problem of assigning slots to airlines. Judging

by the experience of recent meetings, the air carrier scheduling

committee is more likely than not to fail to find a solution under this

alternative. In such a case, the FAA will be forced, through some

mechanism, to allocate individual slots to carriers.

The impact on airlines depends on the number of passengers who forgo air

travel as a result of the change, the increase in load factors on flights

remaining at DCA, and the changes in delay costs at the area's airports.

The first two factors imply a decrease in the total number of operations
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required at the area's airports; there will be less passengers and more

crowded flights. Airlines will thus benefit from more efficient use of

their aircraft. A major question, however, is how large a loss in

passengers will be suffered.

About 14,000,000 air carrier passengers enplaned or deplaned at DCA in

1979, and there were about 208,000 air carrier operations, an average of

67 passengers per operation, while seats per aircraft averaged about

124. If passengers per operation increase to 100 with the lower quota

(resulting in an 81 percent load factor), and there are 20 air carrier

operations during each of 15 hours every day of the year, then about

11,000,000 passengers can be accommodated. -/ This leaves 3,000,000

passengers having to decide on the use of IAD/BWI, and 11 percent (as

described in the Methodology section) may choose to forego the trip due

to added airport access costs. Thus, the air carriers at the area's

airports may lose about 0.3 million of their twenty million passengers.

The assumption of an 81 percent load factor under this scenario is a

distinct departure from the lower load factors assumed for alternatives

in which air carrier slots are reduced to 37 and below. The 81 percent

load factor may be expected to occur in a situation where most or all DCA

flights are directed to highly demanded destinations, those which are of

I/ Further analysis must be conducted to determine the average load
factor by hour for current DCA flights. DCA load factors are
affected by through passengers who remain on board flights arriving
at DCA.
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special attraction to business passengers and which offer easy flight

connections. It may be expected that the scheduling and pricing of

flights would be arranged to route most through passengers through

IAD/BWI and make DCA more accessible to passengers who desire easier

access to Washington, D.C.

Assuming a 50 percent load factor and an average 140 seats per aircraft

on the flights added to IAD/BWI to carry the 2.7 million displaced DCA

passengers, about 38,600 operations must be added annually. Since about

100,000 operations will be dropped at DCA, there is a net loss of about

61,400 air carrier operations in the area. Using 1979 flight cost and

revenue data, this results in a cost saving of about $201 million in

direct and indirect costs, while the loss in fares from the 0.3 million

passengers would be only about 926 million. Thus, air carriers may

receive a ne, benefit of $175 million per year. Delays at DCA, according

to the methodology of Appendix A, will decrease 1.6 minutes per air

carrier operation due to the decrease in total operations. This will

mean a further saving of $4.3 million per year.

If the quota of eight operations per hour is enforced, daily commuter

operations will decrease from the present weekday average of 186 to 128.

Commuter airlines will not only have to cut back sharply in number of

operations, but they will have more difficulty arranging convenient

schedules for connections, and they will meet greater difficulty than

will air carriers in attracting passengers to IAD/BWI. Airport access

costs will have far greater impact on the relatively low-fare commuters.
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Using $50 per operation as an estimate of average net profit, commuters

may lose about $0.8 million in profits. They may save about $0.7 million

in delay costs.

In summary, air carriers as a whole may benefit on the order of

$179.3 million per year from this alternative. This reflects a move away

from the relatively competitive situation of the base case, and it

implies that some air carriers will lose the chance to compete while

others will reap relatively handsome profits. Commuter airlines may not

be affected financially as a group. Again, there will be less

competition than under the base case.

(2) Impact on Passengers

Passengers will suffer from a sharp decrease in quality of service.

Fewer cities will be served, because of both decreased commuter service

and the need for air carriers to direct many of their flights into major

hubs to facilitate connections. Competition and its attendant benefits

to passengers will decrease. It is possible that fares may increase at

DCA, although this specific potential impact is not quantified in this

section or in the preceding section on airline impacts.

Most of the quantifiable impacts can be inferred from the analysis of

airline impacts. About 0.3 million passengers will forego trips, losing

an average net worth per trip (consumer surplus) of t4.79, for a total
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loss of $1.4 million per year. About 2.7 million passengers will assume

an additional $9.58 cost, for a total cost of $25.9 million per year.

The decrease in delays at DCA will yield a benefit of $5.1 million per

year. The cost to DCA passengers of added time having to make

connections cannot be quantified, but if it is very large it would lead

some passengers to prefer service out of IAD/BWI.

(3) Impact on Local Community

There should be a significant easing of environmental problems due to the

decreased numbers of DCA operations and passengers. An immediate noise

decrease of two NEF will be experienced on average. The 1981 present

value of increases in home values and rents, as described in Appendix C,

is estimated at $82.9 million.

(4) Impact on Other Communities

Non-stop service to DCA and service to relatively small communities may

be expected to become much rarer commodities. Load factors will be the

dominant factor for DCA flights and service may be centralized to

relatively large hubs and major connecting hubs. Airport access costs

may make IAD/BWI flights to small nearby communities too expensive to

replace most of the lost DCA service.
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(5) Impact on FAA

Because of the likelihood that the air carrier scheduling committee will

fail to find a solution to the DCA slot assignment problem, the FAA may

be required to allocate DCA slots. There would be limited out-of-pocket

costs of administering the solution.

(6) Conclusion

There are substantial benefits to airlines as a group, since this

alternative tends to make individual operations more profitable at the

expense of convenience and service to passengers. The gain for some

airlines, however, will come at substantial expense to other airlines.

Passengers will experience added costs from the transfer of operations to

IAD/BWI, but reduced delays and congestion may provide benefits which

outweigh these costs. There are gains in local property values estimated

at $82.9 million. In general, benefits may outweigh costs, but the

benefits and costs are distributed among the affected parties in such a

fashion that closer analysis is required before judging the merits of

this alternative.
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g. Alternative 7: Imposition of landing fees to essentially restrict

hourly operations to 20 air carrier, 8 commuter, and 12 general aviaton.

The severe reduction in operations proposed under this and the previous

alternative may very likely result in serious problems of slot

allocation. As noted under Alternative 6, the benefits of the intended

operations limits are in large profit gains for some air carriers and

local property holders, but there are major costs in terms of poorer

passenger service, poorer community service, losses to commuters, losses

to some air carriers, and a general degradation of competition in the

industry. A landing fee system will add substantially to the cnsts of

both airlines and passengers, essentially transferring the potentially

large profit gains realized by some air carriers under the quota system

of Alternative 6 to the public (Federal Government). Under Alterna-

tive 2, a nominal average landing fee was estimated to be $914, assuming

37 air carrier slots per hour. With 20 slots, there would be much more

profitable operations, and average air carrier landing fees might

approach the upper end of the range mentioned under Alternative 2, about

$1760.

The operations limits of Alternative 6 and 7 impose substantial

constraints on scheduling committees, and agreement on slot allocations

may prove impossible. A landing fee system is a means of dealing with

this particular problem, but at a high cost to airlines and passengers.
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h. Alternative 8: No limit on operations at DCA.

The removal of all limits on DCA operations will lead to increases in air

carrier and commuter operations. This is clear from the demand for slots

expressed at recent scheduling committee meetings. It is assumed that

general aviation operations remain constant over the relevant period.

(It might be argued, however, that general aviation operations, facing

higher delays and a more complex operating environment, may actually

decrease despite having no quota.)

(1) Impact on Airlines

Air carriers and commuter airlines both wish to expand their operations

at DCA. The amount of expansion, given the lifting of quotas, involves

several factors which cloud predictions of total operations. The

availability of aircraft is an important consideration, for example.

Short-term decisions ci aircraft use depend on marketing strategies and

system route structures as well as opportunity costs of operations at

other airports. Long-term decisions depend on the financing capability

and the goals of airlines.

It is estimated that air carrier operations will, in the short-term,

increase to a weekday average of 45 to 48 operations per hour, and

commuter operations will increase to a weekday average of 18 to

20 operations per hour. This will yield total annual operations on the
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order of 415,000. Passenger increases during the 1980's will be met

largely by the introduction of larger aircraft, and 1990 total operations

are forecast to increase to only 425,000.

The increased profits due to increased air carrier flights can be

estimated only by order of magnitude. Assuming an increase of about

40,000 operations per year, and using the third quarter 1979 average net

profit of 41391 per operation, the estimated increase is about

$55.6 million per year. This will be offset by increased delay costs.

Using the methodology of Appendix A and an average of 420,000 annual

operations, average delay per operation will increase 1.6 minutes from

the base case. At $24.40 per minute, the annual added delay cost to air

carrier operations is about $9.6 million, reducing the estimated profit

increase to $46.0 million. This may be further offset by fare reductions

caused by increased competition. An average fare reduction of $3 per

passenger, for example, would eliminate the $46.0 million estimated

profit increase. Commuter airlines may experience about the same

increase in profits, excluding the effects of delays, as estimated above

under Alternative 4, an estimated $1.6 million per year. At $9.76 per

minute, the annual added delay cost to commuter airlines is

$1.2 million. The net impact on commuter airlines, therefore, may be an

annual benefit of $0.4 million. Competition from increased air carrier

and commuter operations may reduce load factors and fares and worsen this

impact.
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(2) Impact on Passengers

The removal of quotas is expected to cause both commuter and air carrier

airlines to increase the number of destinations served and the frequency

of service. Passengers would benefit from this increased competition,

receiving a wider selection of service and, very likely, receiving some

service at lower prices than offered currently. It has been the pattern

since deregulation for increased competition to yield lower fares, and

these lower fares represent increases in consumers' surplus for

passengers. These increases may be a significant impact of this policy

alternative, but techniques are not available to make reasonable

estimates.

Passengers will also suffer the burden of added delays. Assuming an

average of 17,500,000 annual passengers between 1981 and 1990, the

average 1.6 minutes of additional delay will cost a total of $8.2 million

annually. There may be significant, added groundside delays also. Such

delay costs may be expected to surpass some passengers' consumer surplus,

possibly causing the loss of some passenger demand.

(3) Impact on Local Community

The environmental impact on the DCA area will be significant--added

traffic congestion, added vehicular pollution, and added noise. The

increase in noise is estimated as an average 1.0 dB increase over the

65 dB area throughout the relevant period, which results in a present
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value of $45.7 million in property value decreases. (Appendix C

describes the method used to estimate property value changes resulting

from noise level changes.)

(4) Impact on Other Communities

Many communities will receive new or improved service, generated by the

creation of new routes and increased competition on present routes. (See

Chapter VII for further discussion of the impact of unrestricted commuter

operations on quality of service.)

(5) Impact on FAA

There will be minor savings to the FAA from not having to monitor IFR

reservations and scheduling committees.

(6) Conclusion

The removal of all limits on DCA operations would have substantial

impacts. Air carriers may have increased profits from increased

passenger demand, but added delay costs and reduced fares from added

competition may result in lower profits overall. Commuter airlines may

experience a minor net benefit, but may actually suffer losses from added

competition.

- . . . .8



Passengers would face longer delays, but would receive more competitive

service to more destinations. The added cost of aircraft delays to

passengers is estimated at $8.2 million per year. Other communities

would similarly receive better service to Washington, D.C. The local

community would suffer a loss in property values estimated at

$45.7 million.
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B. Economic Analysis of Noise Restrictions (Single-Event Noise Limits

and Curfew)

1. Description of Alternatives

The existing base case is a voluntary ban on scheduling of jet operations

between 10:00 p.m. and 6:59 a.m. This means some operations have

occurred between 10:00 and 10:30 p.m., because of delays, but usually no

operations have occurred after 10:30 p.m. The policy adopted in the

final rule is a formalization of the voluntary action through regulation

of the noise relief that the voluntary ban was intended to provide. The

following alternatives are analyzed:

a. No noise limits during 7:00 a.m.-9:30 p.m.; ban on scheduling of jet

operations, 9:30-10:30 p.m., permitting occasional delayed operations

until 10:00; complete shutdown, 10:00 p.m.-7:00 a.m. (former proposed

policy).

b. Limits on noise generated by single event (takeoffs or landings),

phased downward over five years (new proposed policy):

Maximum takeoff noise (dBA)

Year

Hours 1981-85 1986 & thereafter

7:00 a.m.-9:59 p.m. 86 80
10:00 p.m.-6:59 .a.m 72 72
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2. Methodology

Benefits of noise reduction are quantifiable increases in residential

property values and rents that are expected to result from improved

environment adjacent the airport and along the arrival and departures

flight paths. Costs to airlines consist of forgone profits from

curtailed operations; reduced load factors and/or stage lengths to meet

noise limits with older equipment (such as Boeing 727 jets); and capital

costs to accelerate replacement of older equipment by new equipment to

meet noise standards. Loss of service to communities is estimated by

assuming that the most marginal service (usually short-haul, small

community service) is what would be dropped if air carriers are forced to

curtail service by curfew or noise limits; the exception to this is that

some long-haul service might be dropped if no carrier has equipaent which

could fly the Long-haul route and meet the noise limit. Both the value

of service to communities and the net value of service to passengers are

considered to be reasonably estimated by airline profits for the

flight(s) in question, plus the consumer surplus realized by the

passengers on those flights. Annual profits and consumer surplus are

estimated as 300 times the daily (weekday) figures, taking into account

reduced passenger volumes and operations on weekends.

Estimates of noise impacts for each case analyzed were derived from the

noise exposure predictions generated from aircraft traffic forecasts by

the Office of Energy and Environment Integrated Noise Model using the

methodology described in Appendix C. In the analysis of the curfew, the

formula Ldn-SEL + 10 log (ND+10 NN)-4 9 .4dB is used, where SEL is the

mean single-event noise exposure level, NDis the number of day
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operations, and NNis the number of night operations '10:00 p.m. to

6:59 a.m.) Elimination of the N night operations produces a difference

of Ldn old-Ldn new-10 (log (ND+0 NN)-log ND)- 10 log (ND+10 NN)/ND)

since the other elements in the two equations are unchanged.

3. Analysis of Alternatives

a. Curfew

The curfew proposed in the previous policy would eliminate jet operations

after 10:00 p.m. Elimination of the 32 operations scheduled between

10:00 p.m. and 6:59 a.m. under the base case (from Table V-7) is

estimated to reduce the Ldn total by 1.97, which would produce a

3.0 percent increase in rents and property values. The value of

single-family residential property affected by the curfew is estimated,

using the methodology described in Appendix C, as 950.6 million, and

rental income for the area is estimated at t190.5 million per year.

Applying the 3.0 percent increase in value to this area yields a

128.2 million increase in residential property values and a t5.7 million

increase annually (62.7 million in perpetuity, 1981 discounted present

value) in rents. Thus the 1981 discounted present value of the noise

benefits resulting from the curfew is $90.9 million.

32 air carrier operations per day, with an average estimated profit of

$1391 per flight, would be cancelled, for a loss of 144,512 per day or

$13.4 million per year, assuming the current pattern of fewer operations
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on weekends. This perpetual stream of annual costs (in 1980 constant

dollars) has a 1981 discounted present value of $147.4 million. In

addition, commuter airlines would lose an unknown amount of revenues

because they could not schedule outbound flights to connect with the last

air carrier operations of the day.

Assuming the cancelled operations had the current DCA enplanement load

factor of 54 percent and 124 seats per operation, an estimated 640,000

passengers per year rould be affected. However, 10 p.m. flights

typically operate with lower than average load factors, and some

passengers could be accommodated on earlier operations if the 10 p.m.

operations were not available. If 60 passengers per flight could not be

accommodated on other air carrier flights, an estimated 576,000

passengers per year (60 passengers times 32 flights times 300) would have

to seek alternative service. It is unlikely that commuter carriers, even

with unrestricted operations, could accommodate more than a small fraction

of these passengers. Using the average May, 1981, fare of $88, assuming

an added ground access cost of t9.58 to use another airport, and a price

elasticity of demand of -1.0, the 11 percent increase in average cost to

the passenger would cause 63,000 passengers to take no service and

513,000 to use lAD or BWI. The 63,000 would lose $4.79 average consumer

surplus for a total of $0.3 million and the 513,000 would incur $9.58

average additional costs of travel for a total of $4.9 million. Hence,

in the worst case, passengers' loss would be an estimated $5.2 million

per year, or a 1981 discounted present value of the loss in perpetuity of

$57.4 million.
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The impacts of the curfew, considered in perpetuity and discounted to

1981 present value, are therefore estimated to have a net present value

cost of $204.8 million, not counting the unknown costs to commuter

airlines. Thus, the $90.9 million present value of the noise benefits of

the curfew, balanced against these costs, yields a net present value loss

to society of $113.9 million.

b. Single Event Noise Limits

As can be seen from Table VI-2, the change in noise exposure from the

base case to the 1981 proposed single event noise limits appears

negligible. 1986 benefits are estimated as a 10.8 dB reduction, relative

to the base case, for the area within the 65-dE contour in the base

case. 65 dB is generally taken as the minimum level at which noise

impacts are considered to be meaningful, so any benefits of further noise

reduction, below 65 dB, are not included here. Therefore, the full

lO.8-dB benefit is considered to be realized only within the current

75-dB contour, and an average of 5-dB reduction is applied to the area

between the current 65-dB and 75-dB contours (see Appendix C).

The effect of the 86-dBA limit in October, 1981 appears to be negligible

upon examination of the Ldn contours for this case (see Table VI-2), and

the effect is less than ldB according to the Ldn formula. The 1986

limits would generate a 10.8 dB reduction relative to the base case.

This 10.8 dB reduction, applied within the base case 65-dB contour as

described above, would generate a $76.5 million (up to 16.2 percent)
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TABLE VI-2

Noise Level Changes (Ldn)

With and Without

Single-Event Noise Limits

Noise Limits No Noise

As Proposed Limits

1981 +0.3 dB +0.3 4B

1986 * -1.5

1990 -10.8 -2.2

* - Not calculated; estimated same as 1990. All scenarios
assume quota of 38 air carrier operations per hour.
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Figure VI-2b
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Figuz. VI-2c

TAKE-OFF NOISE LEVELS VS GROSS NT
BOEING 737-200 AIRCRAFT
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increase in residential property values when the new limits take effect

in October, 1986, plus a 15.3 million increase in annual rents. The

1981 discounted present value of these benefits (increased property

values and rents) is *152.0 million. Some additional benefits, not

included here, will result from phased introduction during the 1981-1986

period, of aircraft which meet the 1986 limits.

The cost of the noise limits depends on availability and financial

viability of new, quiet aircraft which can meet the 1986 noise limits.

The 1981 limits can be met by reductions in stage length for older,

noisier aircraft, such as 727's; in most cases, a reduction of 15,000 to

20,000 pounds from maximum gross weight (see Figure VI-2a through VI-2e)

will reduce the noise to acceptable levels. Since the 727 has a maximum

range of 2600 miles, and consumes about 9000 pounds of fuel per hour at

an average speed of 550 miles per hour, this means the necessary

reduction can generally be accomplished, for flights within a lO00-mile

perimeter, with little or no loss of passenger revenue. Some cargo

shipments may be delayed a day or less, but this appears to have

negligible impact on revenues.

The phase-down to 1986 limits is a different matter. As Table VI-3

shows, some airlines have already ordered equipment, for delivery before

1986, which will most likely meet the standards (Boeing 757 and 767,
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McDonnell Douglas DC9-80. )./ Others clearly will do so, as the

737-300, DC-XX (if produced) and other proposed new aircraft come into

production. For the purposes of this analysis, it appears that total

capital impacts will be negligible, as many carriers already have plans

to acquire aircraft which will meet the 1986 standards. Further, other

carriers own and operate B-727-200 equipment which may be re-engined to

meet the 1986 standards. Many of these aircraft may be due for major

overhaul or modification over the next five years, hence there is no

estimated incremental capital cost associated with the 1986 noise

standards. It therefore appears that the industry as a whole will be

able to meet the new limits, although some individual air carriers may

have to alter future fleet plans in order to continue operating at DCA.

In this case, cost in operations can be assumed to be negligible if

commuters are able to expand to provide replacement service, since

commuter airlines have or can acquire sufficient equipment which meets

the noise limits to replace service which would be dropped by the air

carriers. Therefore, adverse impacts on passengers and communities would

be negligible as well. This means the overall net benefit of the

proposed single-event noise limits is t152 million.

l/ At least five types of aircraft-DC-9-80, B-737-300, B-727-200
re-engined, B-757 and B-767--are assumed capable of complying with the
80 dBA standards for 1986 and beyond. See Supplement, Environmental
Impact Statement. Metropolitan Washington Airports Pulicy, June 1981.
Note, however, that any such aircraft would have to be approved by the
Administrator and the Metropolitan Washington Airports Manager before
entering service at DCA.
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VII. COMMUNITY SERVICE

A. Perimeter Rule

1. Description of Alternatives

At present there is a 650-mile limit on nonstop service to or from

Washington National Airport, with exemptions for seven cities which had

nonstop service before the perimeter was established: Miami, Tampa, West

Palm Beach, and Orlando, Florida; Memphis, Tennessee; St. Louis,

Missouri; and Minneapolis, Minnesota. Until May, 1981, the current limit

was not a formal DOT/FAA regulation but an informal agreement among the

air carriers. This agreement has been in effect since 1966. In May,

1981, the agreement was formalized as a regulation to preserve the status

quo pending finalization of a new policy.

The Metropolitan Washington Airports Policy adopted in 1980, but not yet

implemented, extends the perimeter to 1000 miles, sufficient to include

the seven exempted cities plus all others at comparable distance. Major

markets within 1000 miles but beyond 650, and not exempted under the

current limit, are Fort Lauderdale, Florida; New Orleans, Louisiana;

* Birmingham, Ala.; and Kansas City. Major markets between 1000 and

1500 miles from Washington National are Tulsa, Oklahoma (1100 miles);

Dallas/Fort Worth, Texas (1190 miles); Houston, Texas (1210 miles), San

Antonio, Texas, (1375 miles); and Denver, Colorado (1480 miles).
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Alternatives considered are:

(1) the existing 650-mile perimeter with seven exemptions;
(2) the 1000-mile perimeter as proposed in the 1980 policy;
(3) a 1250-mile perimeter; and
C4) no perimeter limit.

Because four-engine and widebody aircraft are not permitted to use

National Airport, and since the maximum takeoff weight of Boeing 727

aircraft is limited due to safety considerations, the removal of the

perimeter is essentially equivalent, for this generation of aircraft, to

a 1500-mile perimeter: no air carrier aircraft which can now operate at

the airport can reach West Coast destinations nonstop. It is assumed

that air carriers will not wish to operate nonstop into the airport from

any point to which they cannot return nonstop.

2. Methodology

Passenger volumes on current one-stop service between other cities and

Washington National Airport are used to estimate the demand for nonstop

service if the perimeter rule were changed. Irom airlines' public

statements and comments, it appears the Dallas-Fort Worth and Houston are

the most attractive markets outside the current perimeter, followed by

New Orleans, Fort Lauderdale, San Antonio, and Tulsa. Table VII-i shows

one-stop and through service volumes on flights to these cities from

National Airport for August, 1980. Passenger volumes for each segment

shown in Table VII-l are origin and destination passengers for that

segment. For example, for American Airlines Flight 113, 1652 passengers

enplaned at National Airport and deplaned at Memphis in August, 1980;
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TABLE VII-1

Origin & Destination Passengers on Segments
of Selected Flights

August 1980

tKey o.Abbreviations Flight Segment 1 Segment 2 Segment 3 Through

SO SD SPAX SO SD SPAX SO SD SPAX 0 D PAX
ATL - Atlanta, GA AA 113 DCA-;W 1652 MEM-DFW .637 DCA-DFW T
AUS - Austin, TX AA 119 DCA-ORD 1537 ORD-TUL 2472 DCA-TUL 509
BNA - Nashville, TN AA 275 DCA-BNA 850 BNA-MED 188 MEM-DFW 1974 DCA-DFW 107
CVG - Cincinnati, OH AA 359 DCA-BNA 1586 BNA-DFW 885 DCA-DFW 621
DCA - Washington AA 363 DCA-ORD 1875 OD-SAT 2169 DCA-SAT 251

National Airport AA 393 DCA-MEH 2061 MEM-DFW 1781 DCA-DFW 1213
DFW - Dallas/

Fort Worth, TX AA 407 DCA-ORD 2001 ORD-LAE 2156 DCA-IAH 324
GSO - Greensboro, N.C. AA 483 DCA-CVG 804 CVG-DFW 1934 DCA-DFW 330
HOU - Houston, TX AA 497 DCA-CVG 2441 CVG-IAH 741 DCA-IAH 499

(Hobby)
IM - Houston, TX

IInternational)
HEM - Memphis, TN
MSY - New Orleans, LA BN 105 DCA--MEM 1310 MEM-DFW 1691 DCA-DFW 739

(Moisan:)
ORD - Chicago, IL BN 11l DCA-BHA 1095 BI-DFW 1351 DCA-DFW 710

(0 'Rre)
SAT - San Antonio, TX BN 117 DCA-MEM 1126 %EM-DFW 802 DCA-DFW 596
STL - St. Louis, MO BN 205 DCA-BNA 801 BNA-DFW 670 DCA-DFW 483
TUL - Tulsa, OK BN 211 DCA-B A 1737 BNA-DFW 1314 DCA-DFW 1001

0 -Origin EN 711 DCA-MEH 1371 MEM-DFW 1630 DCA-DFW 937
D -Destination BN 751 DCA-MEM 1025 MEM-DFW 602 DCA-DFW 439

PAX - Passengers Carried
S- Flight Segment DL 321 DCA-ATL 3141 ATL-SAT 2698 DCA-SAT 441

DL 439 DCA-ATL 2655 ATL-AUS 1829 DCA-AJS 157
DL 593 DCA-ATL 3037 ATL-MST 3233 DCA-KSY 431

EA 139 DCA-ATL 2220 ATL-mSY 1374 DC&-MSY 815
HA 589 DCA-GSO 1861 GSO-ATL 1436 ATL-AUS 1985 DCA-AUS 55
EA 663 DCA-ATL 3280 ATL-LAH 2007 DCA-IAK 516

NA 67 DCA-TPA 1378 TPA-IAH 1153 DCA-IAA 285
NA 709 DCA-TPA 1636 TPA-IAH 966 DCA-IAH 469
NA 915 DCA-PBI 1863 PSI-MSY 317 DCA-KSY 370
NA 991 DCA-JAX 1335 JAX-IAH 1156 DCA-IAH 553

OZ 557 DCA-STL 983 STL-TUL '1134 DCA-TUL 189
OZ 587 DCA-STL 732 STL-90U 1831 DCA-HOU 68

TW 233 DCA-STL 2985 STL-IAH 4102 DCA-IAH 266
378 4 1427

Source: Economic Rule 586 Data Base, I. P. Sharp Computer Company (From CAB forms)
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1637 enplaned at Memphis and deplaned ac Dallas-Fort Worth; and only 901

enplaned at National Airport and deplaned at Dallas-iort Worth.

Dallas-Fort Worth had the largest number of through passengers, 8077 for

the month; Houston (IAH plus HOU) was second with 2980. New Orleans had

1616 through passengers from National Airport, and no other destination

not currently served nonstop had more than 1000 passengers for the

month. These data and the estimate that approximately 2000 passengers

per month are necessary to sustain one flight per day at profitable load

factors are used to forecast likely demand.

Noise impacts are estimated by assuming the aircraft used for long-haul

operations will be Boeing 7 27's and that these aircraft burn 9000 pounds

of fuel per hour, plus 12,000 pounds to reach cruising altitude and 3000

pounds to land. It is further assumed that these aircraft fly at 550

miles per hour, so that the extra takeoff weight is (9000/550) times the

added distance. Figures VI-2a and VI-2b "previous chapter) show the

relationship between gross takeoff weight and noise for Boeing 727

aircraft. In general, a rough estimate of the relationship between

P weight and noise is that each 5000 pounds adds 1 dBA of takeoff noise.

This means the relationship between noise and distance, other factors

remaining equal, is roughly 1 dBA per 300 miles. This relationship and

the Ldn formula (Appendix C) are used to derive noise impacts: average

perceived noise per operation is increased by the expected number of

added long-haul takeoffs times expected noise increase per long-haul

takeoff divided by total number of operations.

Noise impacts are translated into economic cost using the methods of

Chapter VI.
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If single-event noise limits were imposed as set forth in the alternative

policy proposal analyzed in Chapter VI-B (86 dBA maximum for takeoffs

during the day), Boeing 727 aircraft would be effectively prohibited from

use in the longer-haul service. Therefore, such service would have to be

provided with the Boeing 737 and McDonnell Douglas DC9 aircraft, whose

operating ranges are 1300 and 2200 miles respectively. Figures VI-2c

through VI-2e (previous chapter) show the relationship between gross

takeoff weight and noise for these aircraft. To remain within the noise

limits at these distances, these aircraft would have to take off at a

gross weight more than 25,000 pounds less than their maximum gross

weight. Thus it would apparently be impossible for air carriers to serve

high-density markets beyond 1000 miles within the proposed single-event

noise limits with equipment currently available. In fact, under the

hypothetical 1986 noise limits, as discussed in Section VI B, even

maintaining existing nonstop service to destinations more than 500 miles

distant from the airport would be dependent on the air carriers' ability

to acquire new aircraft by then, since current air carrier aircraft,

unless re-engined, would be effectively barred from National Airport by

* the proposed 80-dBA noise limit on each operation.

Based on data contained in a recent study,-air carrier profits for

long-haul service (beyond the current perimeter limit at National) are

I/ Simat, Hellisen & Eichner, Inc., "Analysis of the Impact of
Competitive Bidding Slot Allocation on Short-Haul and Small Aircraft
Operations," January 9, 1980. A regression on the Boeing 727 flights
listed in Attachment 1 of the report (operations at Chicago O'Hare,
5:00-5:59 p.m., average day in March, 1979) yields the equation P -
716 + 1.71D, where P is profit per flight and D is distance. These
estimates are also roughly consistent with more recent, but less
detailed financial data from DCA.
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estimated to be $2500 to $3000 per operation, and short-haul service that

may be dropped in favor of new long-haul nonstop service is estimated to

average $1000 profit per operation. Since the average profit per flight

at National in 1979 was about $1391, as noted in Chapter V, these

estimates seem reasonable.

The least profitable one-stop flights, that is, those most likely to be

converted to nonstop, are assumed to generate $1000 profit per segment,

or $2000 per flight. The nonstop operations from Dulles to Dallas and

Houston operated at 49 percent load factors - below the industry average

- for summer, 1980, so these flights are estimated to generate $2000

profit per flight.

If the additional travel cost and time between Dulles and downtown

Washington is $9.58 more than the cost and time for National per

passenger, then the $9.58 difference would represent a 4.8 percent

difference in total cost per trip, based on an average fare of $200. If

the price elasticity of demand for these flights is -1.0, which is widely

used as an average, then this change would result in 3 more passengers

per flight, adding $600 revenue per flight. Presumably, the better

connections to other flights at National would also have some stimulating

effect on demand. Therefore, each nonstop flight shifted from Dulles to

DCA is estimated to generate as much profit as the discontinued Dulles

operation plus the short-haul operation it displaced at National,

resulting in no net change in profit. Each one-stop flight converted to

nonstop is estimated to generate $500 additional profit.
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Annual profits are estimated as 300 times daily (weekday) profits, taking

into account the reduced demand on weekends, as in VI-B. This method

neglects the possible effects on profit of passengers switching from

one-stop to nonstop service and of changes in demand and scheduling.

Therefore, these profit estimates are, at best, uncertain approximations.

3. Analysis of Alternatives

For the flights shown in Table VII-l, 78 percent of the passengers

transported from National Airport deplaned at the intermediate

destination and 76 percent of the passengers from the intermediate

destination to the final destination boarded at the intermediate

destination. Therefore, it is unlikely that the airlines would respond

to a perimeter extension by abandoning these intermediate markets to

convert most of these flights to nonstop service. Since the air carriers

are limited in the total number of operations per day at National

Airport, it is much more likely that less profitable short-haul and small

comunity service would be dropped in favor of continuing current service

at intermediate hubs plus adding nonstop service to such markets as

New Orleans, Dallas and Houston. In addition, competitive pressure would

force many nonstop flights now operating through Dulles or BW to shift

to National kirport.

Given the passenger volumes at present, it seems most likely that a

1000-mile perimeter rule would add only 3 to 5 nonstop round trips (6 to

10 operations) per day: two or three to Now Orleans, one or two to Fort
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Lauderdale, and perhaps one to Birmingham, Alabama or Kansas City,

depending on airlines' scheduling considerations as well as demand. As

of Harch, 1981, there were two daily nonstop flights to New Orleans from

BWI and one nonstop flight from Dulles to Kansas City, so the impact on

IAD/BWI would be minimal.

Using the profit estimates stated earlier, and taking into account the

relatively limited demand for these markets, it is estimated that each of

these new operations would generate $1000 additional profit, so these 6

to 10 operations per day would generate additional air carrier profits of

i1.8 to $3.0 million per year, in constant 1980 dollars. The 1981

discounted present value of this benefit in perpetuity is *19.8 to $33.0

million. There would be no significant noise-related costs, and there

would be no significant impact on small coumunity and short-haul

service.

A perimeter of 1250 miles would permit service to Houston and Dallas,

which currently receive 12 nonstop round trips from Dulles and BWI

Airports plus the one-stop service shown in Table VII-1. Of the cities

shown in Table VII-l, only Dallas and Houston had more than 2000 through

passengers for the month, roughly 2000 passengers per month would be

needed to sustain profitable load factors on one nonstop flight per

weekday. No other city outside the current 650-mile perimeter and not

shown in Table VII-1 had more then 1000 through passengers for the month

shown. In addition, Dallas and Houston are the only cities between 1000

and 1250-mile from Washington which are hubs for major airlines.
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Therefore, it is estimated that the 1250-mile perimeter would result in

10 to 12 round trips (24 to 30 operations) in addition to the expected

flights within the 1000-mile perimeter. Of these flights, 8 to 10 round

trips (16 to 20 operations) would be shifted from Dulles or BWI replacing

other service at DCA, and 2 to 4 one-stop flights in each direction would

be converted to nonstop (4 to 8 operations). As stated earlier, the

one-stop flights changed to nonstop are estimated to generate $500

additional profit per operation, and gain from higher load factors on

flights switched from Dulles to National is estimated to offset the

forgone profits on dropped service, resulting in no net change in profits

for these flights. By this reasoning, the 1250-mile perimeter would

result in additional profits of $2000 to $4000 per day, or $0.6 to

$1.2 million per year.

Therefore, adding these profits to those estimated earlier for the

1000-mile perimeter this policy would result in profits of $2.4 to

$4.2 million per year relative to the base case. The discounted present

value of these profits in perpetuity is $26.4 to $46.2 million. The

0.1 dB added noise impact would impose a discounted present value of

$4.5 million in noise-related costs, in the absence of single-event noise

limits, so the net present value of the benefit from the policy would be

$21.9 to $41.7 million, less costs of lost service to small communities.

The effect of perimeter extension on small community service is

interrelated with the policy on commuter service. If the current limit

on commuter operations is retained, extending the perimeter will result

in some net loss of short-haul and small community service. The value of
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this service cannot be estimated; it includes lost consumers' surplus

plus whatever public benefit is considered to result f om such service.

If the extension of the perimeter is coupled with a more liberal rule

concerning commuter operations, the commuter airlines may be able to

provide replacement service for most or all of the short-haul and small

community markets affected.

The transfer of Texas flights from Dulles to National would generate

additional consumer surplus for Texas-Washington passengers by reducing

their ground transportation costs and travel time, but passengers

affected by reductions in service to other cities would lose consumer

surplus. While the added consumer surplus for shifted Texas flights can

be estimated, the lost consumer surplus for discontinued service is

virtually impossible to determine, even if the flights to be dropped

could be precisely identified. In addition, it could be argued that

maintaining good short-haul and small community service and supporting

utilization of Dulles Airport have public good benefits in addition, but

the very existence of such benefits, let alone the amount, is open to

question.

With an unlimited perimeter, 2 to 3 daily nonstop round trips to Denver

(4 to 6 operations), each replacing a short-haul flight at a net increase

of 11500 profit, would be the most likely difference from the 1250-Mile

perimeter. These flights would generate *1.8 to $2.7 million per year in

additional profits. Therefore, adding these profits to those estimated

earlier for the the 1250-mile perimeter, the unlimited perimeter would
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result in 30 to 40 new long-haul nonstop operations per day, generating

$4.2 to $6.9 million additional profits per year, relative to the base

case, in 1980 constant dollars. This profit in perpetuity has a 1981

discounted present value of $46.2 to $75.9 million. The 0.1 dB added

noise impact would impose a discounted present value of $4.5 million in

noise-related costs, again assuming that no single-event noise limits

were in effect.

Thus this policy would have a net present value benefit of $41.9 to

$71.4 million, minus the c.t, v- Aost short-haul and small community

service.

If single-event noise limits were imposed, and assuming flights over

1000 miles would be impossible with current aircraft within the proposed

limits, the 1250-mile or the unlimited perimeter would generate the same

profit as the 1000-mile perimeter, $1.8 to $3.0 million per year in

additional profits relative to the base case, until 1986, at which point

most of the longer flights would have to use new or re-engined aircraft

because current technology aircraft could not operate long-haul service

within lower noise limits. Since the DC9-80 and B-757 would both be able

to fly 1500 miles within the noise limits, profits from 1986 on would be

the same as for the case with no noise limits, not counting the capital

costs of the new aircraft.*

It is reasonable to disregard these capital costs since many air

carriers have ordered the new aircraft already, and others have
announced plans to do so. See Section VI B, particularly
Table VI-2.
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Further analysis would be needed to determine whether even longer

flights, such as nonstop service to West Coast cities, would be possible

with the new equipment. As a rough estimate, assuming that the noise

limits would prevent service beyond 1000 miles until 1986, and that the

service described above would begin all at once in 1986 (with profits of

92.4 to $6.9 million per year for the 1250-mile or unlimited perimeter),

total profits (1981 present value) would be $19.8 to $33.0 million for

the 1000-mile perimeter and $23.9 to $59.6 million for the 1250-mile or

unlimited perimeter. Noise impacts would be negligible because of the

single-event limits. The value of lost service to small communities

cannot be estimated but would increase with the number of new long-haul

operations.

Therefore, the 1000-mile perimeter would have net benefits in perpetuity

(1981 discounted present value) of $19.8 million to $33.0 million with

the hypothetical single-event noise limits in effect. The 1250-mile or

unlimited perimeter would have net benefits of $23.9 to $59.6 million

with the noise limits in effect, less the costs (if any) of lost

short-haul and small community service.
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B. Commuter Operations

1. Description of Alternatives

At present the commuter carriers are limited to eight operations per hour

at Washington National, plus whatever unused slots are released by the

air carriers. Taking advantage of unused slots, and possibly aided by

loose enforcement as well, the commuter carriers at present conduct

approximately 140 operations per day. In addition, approximately 50

operations now conducted with air carrier slots would become commuter

operations if the definition of air carrier versus commuter operations is

change as proposed (size of aircraft rather than certification.) ior the

purpose of this analysis, it is assumed that this change of definition

will occur. Therefore, the continuation of the status quo would require

more commuter slots than the eight they now have. The policy proposed in

1980 reflected this by increasing commuters' allotment to twelve slots

per hour.

The commuter airlines' scheduling committee now has 12 carriers serving

the airport and 18 more on the waiting list, and estimates that complete

removal of the commuters' operating quota would result in a maximum of 18

to 20 operations per hour, or 300 per day. This does not include the

potential operations redefined from the air carrier to the commuter

category under the proposed policy.
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Alternatives considered are:

a. Raise the commuter quota to eleven per hour, with the new

definition Csize of aircraft greater than or less than 56 seats)

determining which operations are commuter operations and which

are air carrier operations; and

b. Remove the commuter quota entirely.

2. Methodology

Since more than half the operations which would be conducted if the quota

were lifted involve commuter airlines which do not serve National Airport

now, financial data are not available for most proposed commuter

operations under the unconstrained case. Even for those operations which

are now conducted, the financial data are poor. Therefore, for this

analysis, it is simply assumed that each commuter operation will generate

a $50 profit. This estimate is consistent with recent financial data.

Commuter operations are considered to have a negligible noise impact, as

all of them, under the new definition, would utilize quiet propeller-

driven aircraft. Especially if single-event noise limits are imposed,

the commuters would have no significant noise impact if the quota were

removed. In addition, gate capacity, aircraft parking space at the

terminal, availability of equipment, and market considerations may limit

commuter operations to fewer than the commuter carriers predict.

Therefore, although these possible constraints on expansion of commuters'

operations are not explicitly taken into account, they serve to support
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the contention that the methods used here are much more likely to

overstate than to understate the adverse impacts of unlimited commuter

operations.

3. Analysis of Alternatives

Raising the commuters' quota to eleven slots per hour, in conjunction

with the redefinition of categories of operations, would be essentially

equivalent to the current situation. It would also be essentially

equivalent to the proposed 1980 policy, since commuter operations would

be possible from 6:00 to 6:59 a.m. and from 10:00 to 11:59 p.m. providing

the noise limits were met. Under the 1980 proposed policy, the 10:00

p.m. to 7:00 a.m. curfew would have prohibited commuter operations during

those hours.

Removing the commuter quota would generate an estimated 5000 to 46500

per day, or $1.5 to t2.0 million per year in additional profits and

provide the flexibility for commuters to replace dropped air carrier

service to small communities, which will occur if other policy provisions

.1 are adopted. The cost of this alternative relative to the continued

quota would be negligible, since the noise and delay impacts would be

* , insignificant. If constraints on air carrier operations cause dropping

of short-haul and small community service, removal of the commuter quota

could provide substantial benefits by allowing commuters to supply

replacement service.
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While it is difficult to determine what service commuters might provide

given unlimited slots, their current service may indicate which markets

they would most likely serve from Washington. Table VII-2 shows current

service patterns of commuters now serving or on the waiting list to serve

National Airport.

The removal of limits on commuter operations could increase airside

delays at Washington Airport. However, the net increase of 160 flights

per day, or 10 flights per hour, would still be well within the capacity

of the airport, and the commuter aircraft can generally use the shorter

runways at the airport. If delays do become significant, the high cost

of airborne delay relative to commuters' profits per operation should

force adjustments in schedules fairly quickly. Therefore, it appears

that the overall impact of unlimited commuter operations on airside

delays would be negligible, although it could become more significant at

peak hours.
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VIII. ANALYSIS OF PROPOSED POLICY FOR WASHINGTON NATIONAL AIRPORT

The proposed DCA Policy contains the following elements.

1) A quota will limit air carrier operations to 37 per hour,

commuter operations to 11 per hour, and general aviation

operations to 12 per hour.

2) An annual enplaning/deplaning passenger limit at DCA of

16 million passengers will be enforced. The means of

enforcement will be an appropriate reduction in the air carrier

quota whenever the annual DCA forecast indicates that the

16 million passenger limit will be exceeded during the coming

year. The commuter quota will be increased by the amount of the

decrease in the air carrier quota.

3) Air carrier operations will be defined as those operations

involving aircraft containing 56 or more seats.

4) Non-stop DCA operations will be limited to 1000 miles.

5) DCA operations will be subject to the following single event

noise limits:

for departures from 10:00 p.m. through 6:59 a.m, a limit of 72

dBA, as generated on takeoff; for arrivals from 10:00 p.m.

through 6:59 a.m., a limit of 85 dBA, as generated on approach.
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The implementation of daytime noise limits, discussed in Chapter VI, will

be postponed pending further study, in response to comments by several

air carriers questioning the estimated financial effects of the 1986

limits.

The combination of these initiatives is expected to have a series of

changing impacts. When the air traffic control system capacity is

restored, air carrier and commuter operations at DCA, because of the new

quota, are expected to be at a somewhat lower level than the period

preceding August, 1981. Under the proposed definition of air carrier

according to aircraft seating capacity, scheduled air carrier and

commuter operations now average 38 and 12 per hour, respectively. The

proposed quota reduces these averages to 37 and 11. Relatively minor

reductions in delay, airline revenue, airline cost, and service are

expected to occur as a result. A second expected effect is the

replacement of some current DCA air carrier operations with longer,

non-stop flights to cities added by the expanded perimeter rule. These

longer flights will tend to be noisier than the replaced flights, but the

reduction of late evening noise under the proposed policy is expected to

balance the increases during the day and early evening hours so that the

net effect of the proposed policy will be to preclude a worsening of

noise impacts at DCA. These longer flights are also expected to modify

further the distribution of service offered at DCA and increase air

carrier profits.

The first change in the quota, which is dependent on the 16 million

passenger ceiling being forecast to be exceeded, may occur as soon as

1982. Throughout this decade, it is expected that the air carrier quota
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will steadily decrease, perhaps reaching 29 operations per hour by 1990,

implying that the commuter quota may increase to about 19 operations per

hour by 1990. These quota changes are expected to cause a gradual shift

in air carrier operations to Dulles International Airport (lAD) and

Baltimore-Washington International Airport (BWI), as well as a gradual

increase in the relatively short-haul commuter operations at DCA. The

passenger ceiling is expected to reduce gradually the noise generated by

DCA operations and preclude a worsening of congestion and delay at DCA.

Passengers are expected to face higher airport access costs and, to a

much smaller extent, forego some air travel due to the restricted access

to DCA. They will, however, enjoy the benefits of reduced congestion at

DCA and the higher quality of service and comfort offered at IAD/BWI. It

is also expected that increasing passenger volumes at IAD/BWI will

stimulate improved ground access to IAD/BWI, although no estimate of this

benefit to passengers is included in this analysis. The Department is

currently working on improving ground transportation to Dulles Airport.

Passengers, as well as communities within the 1000 mile perimeter of DCA,

will face a changing distribution of service to/from Washington, D.C.

Service may be reduced by air carriers to relatively nearby communities,

especially those with relatively low traffic density, because the

profitability of operations will most likely dictate which service must

be reduced, and because passengers travelling to/from such communities

may not be willing to pay the higher costs of accessing BWI/IAD.
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Expanding commuter service at DCA is expected to replace some of the lost

air carrier service and provide service to previously unserved

communities.

By 1990, the substantial effects of the proposed policy are expected to

be a shift in air carrier traffic towards IAD/BWI, an increase in

commuter traffic at DCA, a preclusion of worsening congestion at DCA,

and, as the number of large aircraft operations declines, a reduction in

the noise generated by DCA operations.

Based on the analysis contained in earlier chapters, the following are

the specific impacts expected to result from the proposed policy relative

to the base case.

(1) Impact on Airlines

It is expected that air carrier slots may decrease from 37 to about 29 by

1990. Most passengers who are displaced by this reduction in DCA service

are expected to use replacement service at BWI/IAD. Some passengers may

use commuter service, and many will find space on increasingly crowded

DCA flights. There will be some loss of revenue, however, for at least

two reasons: some passengers may not be willing to use IAD/BWI due to

higher airport access costs; and some relatively short distance flights

may be cancelled because they do not make economic sense unless they are

able to use DCA. This loss of revenue should be more than offset by the

increased profitability of DCA flights with increasingly higher load

factors. These higher load factors also mean that some cancelled DCA

flights need not be replaced with IAD/BWI flights, thus reducing costs.
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Delays are expected to be reduced because of reduced DCA operations,

providing savings to air carriers which may exceed the initial lost

profits and dampen future losses. In addition, the exp.- ad substitution

of longer flights for shorter flights resulting from the expanded

perimeter rule may provide further profit increases.

Therefore, combining the effects of the 37/11/12 quota (Table VI-l,

alternative 3) $11.6 million, and of the perimeter rule (Chapter VII,

p. 108) $2.4 million (mid point of $1.8 - $3.0 million), the net impact

on air carriers is expected to be at least a $14.0 million annual

benefit; the net impact on commuter airlines is expected to be at least a

$0.7 million annual benefit. Air carrier benefits may increase over the

period if, as might be expected, load factors increase as the number of

operations is decreased.

(2) Impact on Passengers

Passengers will experience a mixture of gradually decreasing DCA air

carrier service, gradually increasing DCA commuter service, and gradually

increasing IAD/BWI air carrier service. The cost to passengers who lose

air service altogether as a result of these changes may be estimated by

the loss of consumers' surplus, and the cost to passengers who are

required to use IAD/BWI instead of DCA may be estimated through added

airport access costs. The annual cost of these two factors may be

assumed to increase linearly from $1.5 million in the first year to

$31.7 million by 1990.
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Passengers will receive an annual benefit of about $0.9 million from the

delay reduction caused by the decrease in operations. In addition,

passengers will benefit from the preclusion of worsening congestion at

DCA and from the higher quality of service and comfort offered at

BWI/IAD. Thus, the net annual effect on passengers would be a cost

increasing linearly from $0.6 million in the first year to $30.8 million

by 1990. (See Table VI-1, alternative 3, p. 85.)

(3) Impact on Local Community

Reduced noise levels should result from increasingly lower air carrier

quotas. The actual noise reduction should increase from 0 dB in 1981 to

about 2 dB in 1990. Estimation of a stream of noise reductions is not

possible using the methodology of Appendix C, because demographic data

are not available in sufficient detail to describe the gradually

decreasing noise contour. An approximation of the impacts can be

obtained by estimating the impact of a 1 dB reduction in 1985, which may

represent the average impact of noise reductions. This average 1dB

reduction in 1985 would result in home value increases in 1985 and annual

rent increases beginning in 1985, the present value of which may be

expressed as about $29.7 million in 1980 dollars. (See Table VI-l,

alternative 3, p. 85.)

(4) Impact on Other Communities

The increase in commuter operations at DCA is expected to provide higher

quality or new service to some relatively nearby communities. These and

other communities, however, may experience a loss of or lower quality air
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carrier service to the Washington, D.C. area as DCA air carrier

operations become more limited. Flights newly permitted by the expanded

perimeter may also eliminate some shorter distance operations. The

availability of IAD and BWI and the increase in commuter operations are

expected to keep the loss of service to other communities at an

acceptable level.

(5) Impact on FAA

Because the air carrier scheduling committee is expected to face

increasing difficulty in reaching a slot allocation agreement, the FAA

may have to bear the relatively minor cost of assigning air carrier

slots. However, a future net benefit is expected from completion of the

slot allocation rulemaking.

(6) Conclusion

The net impact on airlines is expected to be beneficial, due to higher

load factors at DCA and reduced aircraft delays. Passengers will suffer

increasing costs as access to DCA air carrier flights becomes more

restricted. The local community is expected to experience substantial

property value increases from noise reductions.

I

The quantifiable costs and benefits estimated in this analysis are

presented in the following Summary Table. As can be seer "n the annual

data the expected economic impacts of the proposed rules do not approach
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the standards established in Executive Order 12291 to identify "major"

regulatory actions. The quantified net cost, as presented in the table

below, is $27.0 million. However, the Department of Transportation

believes that when benefits and costs that have not been quantified are

taken into account, the policy overall will produce net benefits.

SUMMARY TABLE

Impact of Proposed DCA Policy
($1980 millions)

Net
Impacted Present Annual Net Impacts
Parties Value 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986
Air Carriers +154.0 +14.0 J./

Commuters + 7.7 + 0.7 1/

Passengers -218.4 2/ - 0.6 increasing linearly to - 30.8 1/ by 1990

Local
Community + 29.7 3/

-27.0

1/ In perpetuity.
2/ Does not include benefits of significantly higher quality of service

_ -- offered at IAD/BWI relative to DCA.
3/ Discounted present value of gradually increasing noise benefits due to

reductions in air carrier slots.
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Appendix A

DELAY ESTIMATION METHODOLOGY

The FAA collects delay data for major U.S. airports from three airlines.

Within the relevant range of capacity utilization ratios, a nonlinear

relationship has been estimated between average delay per operation and

capacity utilization at these airports. The relationship, which conforms

to conventional theory and is statistically appealing, is presented

graphically in Figure 1 for the range of utilization ratios relevant to

major airports.

Average Delay 14

per Operation 12

(minutes) 10

8

6

4

2

i 0
0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6

Utilization Ratio

Figure 1

Relationship Between Airport Capacity Utilization
and Average Aircraft Delay
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The relationship can be expressed as: 1/

8.88
D - 2.45 - O/C

where: D - average delay per operation
0 - total annual operations
C - PANCAP, an estimate of practical annual capacity

Since this relationship has been estimated for annual data crom major

airports, it is a generalization. Nonetheless, it may be used in the

present analysis to estimate the percentage change in average delay per

operation which will result from a given change in total annual

operations at an airport. Specifically, using the most recent delay (D)

of 6.4 minutes at DCA, the associated 0 of 355,000 operations, and C of

275,000 operations (which is known to underestimate true capacity, but is

useful for estimating trends and other relative relationships), the

percentage changes in D resulting from changes in 0 may be estimated.

For LAD, C is estimated at 390,000 operations. In 1980, there were

170,173 operations at lAD, but only 116,577 itinerant operations.

For BWI, C is estimated at 310,000 operations. In 1980, there were

222,673 operations, but 104,995 were general aviation operations.

l/ The relationship has been revised from that presented in the PRE to
* reflect 1980 delay data.
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APPVnIX C

METHODOLOGY ?OR ESTIMATING NOISE IMPACTS

1. Integrated Noise Model

The Office of Environment and Energy's Integrated Noise Model (DIM) was

used to forecast major noise impacts. The model uses an input forecast

of fleet mix, number of operations, and stage lengths to generate a set

of contours representing levels of noise exposure. Noise exposure is

measured by the Yearly Average Day-Night Sound Level, which is a weighted

summation of impacts of individual aircraft movements. The method

assigns a 10 dB penalty to movements between 10:00 p.m. and 7:00 a.m.,

reflecting the increased efect of operations when background noise

levels are lower and most people are asleep.

The Ldn level corresponds, in general, to the Noise Exposure Forecast

(NEF) scale of noise exposure, except for a constant adjustment of

35 dB. That is, NEF 30 is equivalent to 65 dB, NEF 40 is equivalent to

75 dB, and so on. 65 dB is considered to be the minimum level at which

the sound is annoying to most people.

The Integrated Noise Model produces noise contours (isoquants at selected

noise levels) embracing ground areas impacted by given or higher noise

levels resulting from an identified or assumed set of aircraft opera-

tions. For each contour generated, the Integrated Noise Model accesses

I~a



Census data to calculate the demographic characteristics of the area

within the contour. These demographic data printouts from the model are

shown, for selected cases of interest, in Figure C-1.

2. Ldn Formula

In some cases it is appropriate to use other methods in addition to or in

place of the LIM forecasts, since the model is relatively insensitive to

small changes in number of operations. For such cases, the basic Ldn

formula is used: Ldn - SEL + 10 log (ND + 10 NN) - 49.4 dB, where

SEL is the mean single event noise, in decibels, of each aircraft

operation; ND is the number of day (7 a.m. to 10 p.m.) operations; and

NN is the number of night (10 p.m. to 7 a.m.) operatiors. The use of

this formula to measure impacts of small numbers of operations is

consistent with the INM and uses the same definition of Ldn; it has also

been shown to be consistent with other studies which attempted to relate
1/

changes in sound level to changes in contour areas.-

3. Effect of Noise on Property Values

Various studies have attempted to quantify the impact of noise on quality

of life. The method used here is adapted from an earlier, extensive

* study which reviewed the earlier work and analyzed in great detail the

1/ Day, C.i., and White, J.M., "A Slot Allocation Model for High-Density
Airports, "Federal Aviation Agency contract report number FAA-APO-80-
Contract Number DOT-PA-79WA-4334, August 1980, Appendix B. This report

in turn references other work on noise estimation performed by the
contractor, J. Watson Noah, Inc., for FAA and the Civil Aeronautics Board.



historical and forecast effects of noise in the Metropolitan Washington

ares.- This study featured a regression experiment which supported

the hypothesis that aircraft noise impacts are reflected in reduced

values of residential and rental property. The study found that a 1-dB

change in noise exposure would result in a 1.5-percent change in property

values and rents. This estimate was consistent with the previous studies

reviewed and covered marginal changes in noise exposure ranging from 1.01

dB to 33.27 dB. While the regression analysis provides an efficient

method of generalizing the impact of noise exposure on areavide property

and rental values, it is not considered adequate for establishing changes

in the value of specific parcels of property. Such valuation requires an

assessment of all the specific factors and unique features affecting the

parcel.

lor the economic impact analysis of the current policy proposals, the

affected area was considered to be that within the base case 65-dB

contour, that is, those residences and rental properties currently

affected by noise from National Airport. The Integrated Noise Model was

used to generate new 65 dB and 75 dB contours for major policy cases, and

the demographic data from the model were used to estimate the number of

households receiving significant noise impacts under the new scenario.

Value of property affected was estimated as the percentage of

owner-occupied households C20 percent for most cases) times number of

2/ 7irome, William R., "Conceptual Framework for Trade-Off Analysis of
Multiple Airport Operation: Case Study of the Metropolitan Washington
Airports," PhD. dissertation in Civil Engineering, University of
.4aryland, 1978.



households wichin the contour as of (1970) times average value of

owner-occupied residences as of (1970) times 3. The latter factor is an

estimate by the Arlington and Alexandria, Virginia, assessors' offices of

the 1970-1980 inflation factor for the value of residential property in

the affected areas. This estimate does not include the effect of

improvements and new construction, so the resulting estimates of property

values are likely to be low.

Similarly, the value of rental properties affected is taken as the

percent of households renting (usually 80 percent) times the number of

households times the average monthly rent times 12 (to annualize rents)

times 3. Again, the assessors' offices for the affected communities

estimated that rents had roughly tripled for comparable properties in the

area from 1970 to 1980. As before, this estimate is likely to be low

since it does not include the effects of improvements and new

construction.

It should also be noted that residential property values are considered

to increase immediately upon reduction of noise levels, while the change

in rents is an annual stream which is discounted to arrive at a present

value. Therefore, conversions of rental properties to condominiums would

change the timing of the benefit in a way which would increase its

present value. Since such considerations are not take into account in

this study, a further bias toward underestimation may have affected the

predicted effects of noise on property values.

1.
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When applying a particular change in Ldn levels to property values, this

analysis assumed that no impacts on areas whose present noise exposure is

below 65 dB are significant since 65 dB is the threshold of annoyance.

Therefore, if a 5 dB reduction in noise was predicted, the resulting

benefit could not be applied fully to the entire area with1% the 65 dB

contour, as some of those properties would be at the 66 dB level and

therefore would be relieved of noise annoyance after only a 1dB

reduction, and would not realize any further benefit from airport noise

reduction. Estimation of the number of residences that would not receive

the full property value change of a given noise exposure reduction was

carried out by interpolation. It was assumed that the contours could be

subdivided uniformly with respect to Ldn levels. The full reduction was

applied to that portion of the affected area that was estimated to

presently experience high enough noise impact to benefit from the full

reduction. For the remaining portion of the affected area, half the

reduction was applied. That is, a 5 dB change would be applied in full

to the base case 75 dB contour area and to half of the area between the

base case 65 dB and 75 dB contours; the other half of the area between

the base case 65 dB and 75 dB contours would be assumed to receive a

2.5 db reduction. Similarly, a 2 dB reduction would be applied in full

to the entire base case 75 dB area and 80 percent of the area between the

65 dB and 75 dB contours; the remaining 20 percent of the area between

the 65 dB and 75 dB contours would be assumed to receive a 1 dB reduc-

tion. Since detailed demographic data were not available on such small

areas, it is impossible to assess the effect of this simplification on

the estimates.
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Figure C-i: Base Case 65 dB Area (May, 1981)

1. • YREPJ,,Y RE .F:T PASE I
DCRPTS3

- t?1*LRTEZ'T CHANG3E *
SDE!3 MIN SEC FROM 70 *

LRTITJDE 39 51 42 # 19O POPULPTION 97747 -1107 , *

LON!GITUDE 77 2 39 * 1990 HOUSEHOLDS 45213 919 •
# 1930 PER CRP INCOME $1.492 S 6459 0

,3 .wJINT POLYS.D?
0 ANN"J AL COMPOUND .ROYT.4 -1 1

WEISHTING PCT lO0. 0 * * • 0 * 0 0 0 * # * 0 * # 0
1970 CENSUS DATA

pUIJLRT ION HOUSEHOLD PRFAMETER$
TOTAL 10S..3 1O0.0 % FAMILY POP 6953-. 63.9"
HIT- 92013 75.4% INDIVIDUALS 27019 P4.9%

,EGRO 24844 P. GROUP QTRS 12z6s 11.3"-
O THE 1961 1 .% Sl. OF HH t 44394

NO OF FA~tS 2249-4

SPAN 3077 .Y AS HH size 2.2
AVS FAM SIZE 3.1

_ iAN AVE.PSE
FAMILY INCOME S 12039 S 14'6
Hom VALUE $ 31639 S 3U697
MONTHLY RST S 135 S 149

AGE (MALI) 2S.6 p E CENT0144FI'N SX
RG" F"£AE) E0.N - PERCENT OL.I.EF
EDUC.TI , (YE,'AZ) 11.8 - PERCENT RENTEFS SO.7%

II
NOTE: Contour Area is 24.7 square miles.



Figure C-i (continued): Base Case 75 dB Area (May, 1981)-

SUM.SiPRY REPORT PA'S I

CAPTE2 1h 30

- E LAT EST CHAN3E 0

DES MIN SE 0 cr'mj 7t3
LATITUDE 3S 51 42 * 1990 POPU ATII]. 6137 -330 *
LDSITUDE 77, 2 39 * 19S0 H.USEHSOLD. 2952 115 0

* 19S0 PER CAP INCOME S12143 S 6472 *
19 POINT POLYSON

r. * ANJAL COMPOUND SRO'1TH -W.5=,
r. WEIGHTI,61S PCT 100%, * * * * * * *** **** * 0 0 0 0 *
L 1970 CENSUS DATA

POPULATIO4 HOUSEHOLD P. FAMETERS
TOTAL 6467 100.01 FAMILY POP 4726 ,3.1%

S H I TE 4214 65 .2/ INDIVIDUALS 1610 ,,€4.9%
NERO 2195 33.9% .F:OJP QTRS 131 2 .0..
OTHER 58 .91.1 NO OF HH*S 2'37

.O OF FAM.S 1561
SPAN 57 .901 AV$ HH Z I5E 2.2

AV FRM SIZE 3.0

FAMILY INCOME 9 9140 $ 117S I

HOME VALUE S 24198 S 31.399
MONTHLY REN4T $ 119 S 1;4
AGE (MALE) 27.8 HENZ'ING

" 2 ASS (FE"LE) 2- " -- PEPCE4T O{, NEF Z 20.2 %
EDUCA TION (YEARS) 11.3 - PEFCENT RENTEP 79.5.

NOTE: Contour area is 5.9 square miles.
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Figu e C-i (continued): 65 Ldn Area
For October, 1981, 38-Slot Quota, Noise Limits

f7

S: 1"'.miF" F.EFORT PA'GE

DCA
1991 39 SLOTS-LD. 65

LA TEST :qA..E *
DEG MIN :SEC 4 FROM ,0

LATITUDE 39 51 42 * 1990 PPULTION 97412 -11200 *
LO GITUDE 77 2 39 * 1990 HOUSEHOLDS 43754 947

* 19s0 PER CAP INCOME $12090 $ E09. *
29 POINT POLYGON 4

4• ANNUAL COMPOUND GROWTH -1.1%
WEIGHTING PCT 100% 4 • • * • * * * * 4**

197,0 CENSUS DATA

POPULATION HOU..HOLD PFRAMETER.S
TOTAL 10:612 100.0. FAMILY POP 6757S 6.a.
YaHITE 92002 75.5% INDIYIDUALS 2610i 24.0.
NEGRO 24625 2.7. GROUP QTF.: 149:9
.THEP 1995 1.9.'. NO OF .H.S 4907

NO OF FAM'S S-1715
:P~R 3067 :2.'; Av 3 R1 E 2.2

AVG FAM SIZE 3.1

MED I ,N AVERAGE
FAMILY INCOME $ 11949 $ 16451
HOME VALUE $ 33191 $ 36S342
MONTHLY PENT $ 133 $ 147
AGE 'MALE) 27.7 -- HOUSING
AGE (FEMALE) 29.7 - PER:CENT OWNEPS 19.9"%
EDUCATION (YEARS) 11.9 _ PECENT . 'EN-E.S 1 ."

NO: CACI I r

I NOTE: Contour area is 25.7 square miles.



Figure C-i (continued): 75 Ldn Area

For October, 1981, 38-Slot Quota, Noise Limits

U,.APY REPORT PAGE I
rCAPT20

19?.I 39 SLOTZ-LDN 75
* LATEST CHS"GE *

DES MIN SEC * FROM 70 *
LATITUDE 39 51 42 * 1990 POPULATION 6137 -330 *
LC.SITUDE 77 2 39 * 1990 HOUSEHOLDS 2952 115 *

* 19S0 PER CAP INCOME $12143 $ 6-72 *
20 POINIT POLYGON

• Tt ANNUAL COMPOUND SPO.I1TH -. 5.
WEIGHTING PC.T 100% *********

1970 CENSUS DATR

POPULAT ION HOU:SEHOLD PPRAMETEPS
TOTAL i467 100.0%-* FAMILY POP 472S 7:3.1".
!JHI TE 4214 65.2. INDIVIDUALS 1610 24.9%
NEGRO 2195 33.9% GROUP OTF 131 2.0%
OTHER 5. .9% NO OF HHMS 20.37

.NO OF F.A.M 1561
P .4 !57 .9% SV HH T IZ .  2. :

.AVG FqM .IZE. 3.11

MED I AN AVERAGE

FAMILY INCOME $ 9140 S 11761
HOME VALUE $ 24199 S 31399
MONTHLY RENT $ 11S $ 12 4
AGE (MALE) 27.9 -- HOU:ING
.GE (FEMALE) 29.5 -- PERCENT OWNERES 20.2%
EDUC.TION 'YEARS) 11.3 -- PERCENT RENTERS 794

NOTE: Contour area is 5.9 square miles.



Figure C-I (continued): 65 Ldn Area

For Octoter, 1986, 38-S1ot Quota, No Noise Limits

UM.VIwY REPO.RT PA EG 1
DPPT14 + 15

19 3 SLOTS -LD. 65
S* L.ATcST CH.NGE *

DEG M14 SEC • FROM 70
LATITUDE 33 51 42 * 19S0 POPULATION 5"9149 -7392
LONGI'DE 7 9 * 193 HO-EHOLD. 992 S1

* 19S0 PEP C.SP INCOME $11737 S .!,S76i
-01 POINT POLYGON

.. ANNU.L COMPOUND :PO!,TH -1 .2 .
W.EIGHTING PCT 100.

1970 CENUS DATA

P U LST 1ION HD!J'EHOLD PSAMETEPt
TOTAL 6 6.! 41 100.0% FAMILY POP 41139 61 .9%
WHITE 5094? 76.6% I.DIVrDURL 16532 24.9;
r.RO 14165 21.3% S'POUP QTRS 3371 13.3W;
OTHER 143*3 2.2% NO OF !H~tZ 26911

NiO OF FSMtS 134Z3
P rN 1929 2.9% "" HH SIZE 2.1

SVC FR: Z. 1. 3. 1

MEl'IS4 AVEVAGE
FAMILY INCOME $ 11321 $ 14554
HOME VALUE $ .226 $ 30419
MONTUL' RENT $ 139 $ 150
AGE.; ,(MqLE>;' .z .7 .5 HOU'-'I.4

ABE (FEMALE) 29.3 -- PN OWER 1.4
EDUC.TION (YEAPS) 11.3 -- PEFCENT FENTEP 4.6.-'

SINC

NOTE: Contour area is 19.7 square miles.

!A



Figure C-I (continued): 75 Ldn Area

For October, 1986, 38-Slot Quota, No Noise Limits

iI

" D1 T~,U 'MIPEY FEPO0PT PF'GE 1
. ICAPT14 + IF

DCA
196S 3S SLOTS -LD4 75

* LRTE.T :~.G

D MII"'- FROM 70
LATITUDE 39 51 42 * 1930 POPULATION 1237 -60

LONG.ITUDE 77 2 39 * 19S0 HOUSEHOLDS 734 66 *
* 19S0 PER CAP INC.OME $17372 $ .s°6 *

20 POINT POLYGONi * *
• .HANN'UAL COMFOU.ND, SPO!TH -. 5%

WJEIGHT15S PCT 100%•

1970 DATA

L POPULATION HO'.JSHOLP PRAMETER.
" TOTAL 1297 1 00,0". FAMILY POP S44 65. 1%

WHITS 1243 95..- IDIDVIDURLS 441 34.0'.

41ESRU 3S 2.91; GROUP C!TP4- 12 .9%.
OTHER is 1.2% . OF HH+ 663

NO 0F FRMt. 329

PANI 0 0.0. AVG HH :2IZE 1.9
SsFRti SI'E 2.S

MEDIAN AV'EPAGE
FAMILY INCOME S 11923 S 15.464
HOM~'E VALUE $ 55323 S 50149
MONTHLY PENT S 149 S 17
AGE (MALE) 29.9 -- HOUCINS
ASE kFEMALE) 29.6 PEF.CET O!WINEP 1,-.4 *.;

.DUCATION (YERPS) 1:.6 , PERCENT PENTEFr $4, 6!.:

NOTE: Contour area is 5.2 square miles.



Figur-e C-I (continued): 65 Ldn Area

For October, 1990, 38-Slot Quota, No Noise Limits

U

I U.M.i'r PEPORT PAGE I
DCAFT I

DCR LATEZT C4AMGE *
LAT -LTDCsA46

DES MIN SEC FROM 70.

LATITUDE 3S 51 42 0 1990 POPULISD. 4212 -4551L 0. S ITUDE 77 2 39 * 19S0 H-S0LDT 19453 6
0 • 19<T0 PER CAP INCOME $10919 $ 5705

20 POINT POLYGON4 * -

* AMit1!AL
-JEISHTI4.S PCT 100%.

1970 .CENSUS DATA

PSPJL.' 155HOUSEHOLD, PRPA.MEI E.S
TUTAL 4!S)0 100.0% FAMILY POP 3579, 7S.7%.
tiWI TE 3;-: 6r"9 7 0. 01% INDIVIDUALS 9;02 15.9,'

: ~E R 1 ~ 5,3224 2.S.% GROUP QTPS of07 4
OT"HER 7 9  1 NO H OF MHt*$ 1544.7

No OF FAMt:" 11144Pq 99?9 1.4%; AV..' HS SIZ ZP.

AVG FM SIZE .

MED I R. AVERA.E
FAMILY INCOME S 10 ?46 S 13311
HOME VA LUE S 20549 S 25379
MONTHLY RENT S 137 S 147
1 1 .E (MALE) 29.9 - MOUSING
FGE (FMALE) 30.5 - PERCENT OWNERS 21..EDUCF4TION (YEARS) 11.6 PERCENT RENTERS 79.S".

• L.! Re. ,IaC

NOQTZ: Contoiw a2ea is 17.9 square miles.

....................................



Figure C-i (continued): 75 LdnArea

*For October, 1990, 38-Slot Quota, No Noise Limits

'SUMMARY REPORT PAGE I
DCAPT19
DCA

5 * LATEST rHSN3E 
DEG MI1 SEC 0 FROM 70 *

LqTIT!JD 3$ 51 42 * 1990 POPULATION 1237 -60 •
LON4GITUDE 77 2 39 * 1990 HOUSEOLD'S 734 66 #

# 1980 PER C.AP ISCME $17372 S 3SS6 *
20 POINT POLYGON

ANNUAL COMPOUND SROWTH -.5%.
Wc'IIGTI.V. PCT 100% # * * • * * * * •

1970 CEN2US DATA

POPULATI0 HOU=HOLD PAPSMETERS
TOTAL 1297 100.01" FAMILY POP 944 65.1.
UHI"E 1243 95. INDIVIDUqLS 441 34.0%

* NESPfl 3S 2.9% SROUP VTRS 1 .9%
OTHER 16 1.2% "a OF Hstz 66S

NO OF FAMIS 32S
SPAN 0 0.0% SV HM SIZE 1.9

SSVS FRM SIZE 2.6

MED IAN AVE". SE
FAI LY INCOME $ 11933 S 154J4
HOUM VqLUE $ 55323 S 50149
MONTHLY PENT 1 14S S 173
AGE (MALE) 29.$ -- HOtIs15
ASE (FEMALE) 29.6 - PERCENT PJN ES 15.4%
DUCATION (YEARS) 1-2.6 -- PERCENT RENTERS 9 4 .6

C-4CI ,IIC

1

I NOTE: Contour area is 4.7 sqiare miles.

.i •3



APPENDIX D
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Appendix D

INDEX: Air Carrier and Equipment Listed,
Tables I and II, Appendix D

Air Carriers Equipment

AA American 311 BAC III (all series)

AL U.S. Air BE9 Beechcraft 99

3N Braniff 727 Boeing 727 (all series)

DL Delta 72S Boeing 727-200

EA Eastern 737 Boeing 737 (all series)

PA Pan American 73S Boeing 737-200

NW Northwest DC9 McDonnel Douglas DC9 (all series)

PI Piedmont DH6 DeHavilland DHC-6-300

TW Trans World EME Bandeirante

UA United F28 Fokker F-28

ND Air North GRS Grumman Gulf stream,

QH Air Florida NDS Nord 262

AIC Altair PAN Piper Navajo

NC Newair SH3 Short Bros. and Harland SD3-30

UR Empire SWM Swearingen Metro

KC Aeromech YSI Namc YS-11

OZ Ozark

RC Republic

WA Western

MI Midway

VL Midsouth

CJ Colgan

NY New York Air

PH Pilgrim

VM Ocean

CB Commuter
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APPENDIX E

Methodology for Estimating Ground Access Time

Data

The data are taken from "Washington-Baltimore Airport Access Survey,"

May 1968, prepared by ABT Associates, Inc. The data are summarized in

Table E-1.

TABLE E-1

Distribution of Trips to Area Airports
by Off-Peak Driving Time of Passengers

Time DCA lAD BWI
0-15 minutes .50 .03 .04
16-30 minutes .36 .39 .43
Over 30 minutes .14 .58 .53

Total 1.00 1.00 1.00

Assumptions

To calculate the mean travel time to each airport, a time value must be

assigned to each time range. For the 0-15 minute category, 7.5 minutes

is assigned. For the 16-30 minute category, 22.5 minutes is assigned.

For the over 30 minute category, it is assumed that nearly all trips are

between 30 and 45 minutes in length, and therefore, a value of

37.5 minutes is assigned.

A second assumption is that because the survey was actually conducted in

1966, the results are not a correct description of the present situation

nor is it an accurate projection of the future. Over the past fifteen

. I <,.~ : ,



years, the largest increases in population have occurred closer to BWI

and LAD than to DCA, because the suburban areas are growing substantially

faster than the downtown area. Increasing numbers of passengers are

beginning their ground travel in suburban areas, and this pattern is

expected to further develop during 1981-1990. The implication of this

assumption is that the distributions of Table E-1 overstate travel times

to BWI and lAD. To correct for this change in population distribution,

the over 30 minute proportion of BWI and lAD trips has been decreased by

.10, and the 0-15 minute and 16-30 minute proportions of BWI and lAD

trips have been increased by .02 and .08, respectively. These changes

are believed to be conservative and necessary reflections of the

continuing shift in population distribution since 1966. The data used in

the final calculations are summarized in Table E-2.

TABLE E-2

Revised Distribution of Trips to Area Airports
by Off-Peak Driving Time of Passengers

Airport
Time DCA IAD BWI

7.5 minutes .50 .05 .06
22.5 minutes .36 .47 .51
37.5 minutes .14 .48 .43

Total 1.00 1.00 1.00

Calculations

Multiplying each time value by its respective proportion and summing the

appropriate three results for each airport, an estimate of the mean

driving time to each airport is calculated. The results are summarized

in Table E-3.



TABLE E-3

Mean Driving Time to Area Airports
for Passengers

Airport Time
DCA 17.10

IAD 28.95
BWI 28.05

Conclusion

The average IAD/BWI travel time is 28.5 minutes, and the average DCA

travel time is 17.1 minutes. Therefore, the added travel time for an

average passenger who uses IAD/BWI instead of DCA is 11.4 minutes.

!.
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